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PREFACE 

The National Undersea Research Program (NURP) of the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration supports in situ 
investigations in the oceans and large lakes of the world. By 
placing investigators safely undersea to conduct manipulative 
experiments not possible within the limitations of traditional 
laboratory and ship-based research, the NURP researchers will 
develop knowledge about processes in biological, chemical, and 
physical systems in the oceans and large lakes and across the 
boundaries of their basins in order to provide a sound basis for 
decisions governing uses of the ocean and its resources. 

Program activities are supported with a wide array of advanced 
undersea sampling and sensing platforms including manned 
submersibles, remotely operated vehicles, and saturation 
habitats. 

Occasionally, NURP sponsors symposia and workshops to disseminate 
results of past investigations and to possibly guide future 
research activities. In June 1988, NURP sponsored a workshop to 
address the anthropogenic perturbations affecting coral reefs 
adjacent to the Florida Keys and to develop recommendations for 
addressing these effects. The workshop was supported through 
grant NA88AA-D-UR063 with the Marine Resources Development 
Foundation. A report, prepared and submitted under the terms of 
that grant1 which covers workshop presentations, discussions, and 
recommendations is herein presented in its entirety, as part of 
the NURP Research Report series. 

The Research Report series published by the NURP is intended to 
provide the marine community with the results of program-sponsored 
symposia and workshops in a timely fashion. Reports in this 
series do not necessarily reflect NURP policy. Comments on the 
report are welcome and may be addressed to: 

Director 
National Undersea Research Program 
NOAA 
6010 Executive Boulevard 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 
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EDITOR'S FOREWORD 

The Florida Keys Coral Reef Research and Management 
Workshop was held at the facilities of the Marine Resources 
Development Foundation (MRDF), Key Largo, Florida. Funding was 
provided through a grant to the MRDF from the Office of Undersea 
Research of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 
Chairman of the Workshop was Dr. James W. Miller, Florida 
Institute of Oceanography. 

Workshop sponsors, host, and chairman are most appreciative 
of the time, effort, and expertise provided by each of the 
participants. Hopefully, the results of our collective efforts 
will serve as a tool to help preserve the Florida Keys as a 
national treasure for future generations. 

Information and recommendations contained in this report 
represent the knowledge and experience of over 50 experts in 
various fields of environmental science, education, and 
technology. The goal of the Workshop was to apply this expertise 
towards the development of a long term program plan to aid in the 
recovery and preservation of the Florida Reef Tract and 
surrounding waters. 

This report includes basic background information on coral 
reef ecology, summaries of the presentations and discussions, and 
recommendations for definitive programs. Selected appendices are 
included to indicate the current widespread interest of the 
public in the future of the Florida coral reefs and the fact that 
the recommendations of the Workshop are consistent with those of 
other concerned groups and experts. 

Short and long term solutions to the critical problems 
affecting the survival of the Florida Reef Tract, of necessity, 
involve scientific, socioeconomic, and political issues. 
Accordingly, effective implementation of recommendations 
contained in this report will require the cooperation of all 
concerned. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

There has been a growing scientific and public concern over 
the past few years, about the deteriorating health of the Florida 
Reef Tract and the potential environmental and economic 
consequences of this deterioration. In response to this concern, 
the Florida Keys Coral Reef Research and Management Workshop was 
held in June 1988. Over 50 experts on coral reefs and their 
management were gathered at the site of the Marine Resources 
Development Foundation, Key Largo, Florida. 

Objectives of the Workshop were to: (1) identify problems 
and poten~ial solutions in the areas of management, education, 
assessment and monitoring, and research; (2) develop a short and 
long term research and management strategy; and ( 3 )· set 
priorities and develop a plan of implementation. 

The Workshop opened with a series of lectures addressing 
problems relating -to human and natural impacts on the Florida 
Reef Tract. These lectures were followed by presentations 
discussing the research, management, and educational requirements 
to overcome or ameliorate the problems identified by the earlier 
speakers. Participants then were divided into four working 
groups (management, educa~ ion, ass~ssment and monitoring, and 
resear ch) each of which was tasked to identify and rank specific 
problem areas and to recommend a plan of action addressing those 
areas. 

Recommendations and conclusions are described in detail in 
this report. General conclusions and recommendations were: 

1. Excessive amounts of fg.utrient~ invading the Florida Reef 
Tract from the Keys and from Florida Bay are a serious and 
widespread problem. 

2. At least four permanently instrumented monitoring 
stations should be established to identify the specific 
causes and sources of the nutrients along the reef tract 
ranging from Key Largo to the Dry Tortugas. 

3. Standardized, reliable, unso histicate d proven data 
collection methods and instrumentation should be used for 
obtaining data. 

4 . A concerted management and public education program 
should begin immediately to advise residents and visitors to 
the Keys of the seriousness of the problems and what they can 
do to help. 

5. Existing data centers should be used to assure ready 
storage and access of information. 

6. Contin · fundi~ is critical for a successful 
program. A specific amount of money spent over a long time 
is more important than the same amount spent once. 
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.../'' 7. A Steering Committee should be formed to provide 

leadership for the implementation of the recommended program. 

The clear consensus of the Workshop participants was that 
the Florida Reef Tract is being impacted adversely by both direct 
and indirect human activities. Experience in other parts of the 
world has shown·. that, with a concerted effort, the current 
degenerative trend should be reversible. It is critical, 
however, that action be taken immediately to initiate the 
necessary short and long term management, education, and research 
programs. 
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INTRODUCTION l,..oJ ''"" · 11 .r 
/ 

Southeast of the Florida Peninsula, where the Keys begin 
their extension into the Gulf of Mexico, lies the only living 
coral reef system in the continental United States. This unique 

· naclonal treasure is the t3~4- kffi long Flor i da Re ef Tract which 
runs from Soldier Key to the Dry Tortugas. It encompasses a 
mosaic of coral reefs that provide a wide spectrum of vocational 
and recreational activities. Included in this spectacular reef J JJ ? 
tract are bank reefs, patch reefs, and a diverse pattern of v~ 
hardgrounds stretching at a distance of about 13 'to 26km offshore 
(see Figure 1). 

Coral reefs are ecologically and economically important 
tropical marine ecosystems. They serve as a highly complex and 
diverse habitat for commercially valuable species such as 
lobster , grouper, snapper, and a host of other sport and 
commercial fish. In addition, they play a significant role in 
the tourist industry of southeast Florida and are responsible for 
bringing in millions of dollars each year. 

While the formation of coral reefs is due to the presence of 
scleractinian corals (from which they obtain their name), the 
bulk of the biomass actually is algae. Thus, a more descriptive 
term mighr- be biotic reefs instead of coral reefs. In fact, 
however, the healthier the reef, the less prevalent is the algal 
biomass. 

The species of scleractinian coral most respons ible for reef 
formation on the Florida Reef Tract are Montastrea annularis, M. 
cavernosa, Acropora palmata, ~- cervicornis, Diploria spp., 
Siderastrea siderea and Colpophyllia spp. (Jaap 1984). Many of 
these species have been affected by recent episodes of 
coral bleaching that extended throughout the Caribbean region, as 
well as by outbreaks of white band and black band disease . In 
addition, genera such as Acropora and Montastrea have been 
stressed or killed by cold water outflow from Florida Bay that 
results from extreme winter cora-rron~that descend into Florida 
several times per decade. 

The accessibility, spectacular coral formations, and the 
associated complex marine community make the Florida Reef Tract 
attractive to over one million SCUBA divers, snorkelers, 
fishermen, and boaters eacH year. Tne impact of these activities 
can induce both short and long term stress on this fragile reef 
community in addition to the stress caused by dredge and fill, 
channelization, land development, and water pollution. 
Significant damage to the reefs could have a severe adverse 
impact on the economy of the Florida Keys which are heavily 
dependent upon tourism for survival. 

Two areas of this reef system have been designated as 
National Marine Sanctuaries. The first, designated in 1975, is 
located 4.8km seaward of Key Largo and encompasses 259 square 
km of the coral reef tract and surrounding ecosystems. The 



second, designated in 1981, is located at Looe Key about 8km 
south of Big Pine Key and encompasses about 14.2 square km. 

Because of the importance of preserving these reefs as 
national treasures, while simultaneously making them available to 
the public, it is essentij:il that a research and management plan f 
be developed and implemented -at the ear list ~possible time. 
NOAA's National Marine Sanctuary Program already has initiated 
significant steps in this direction. Highly competent management 
personnel are located at both Sanctuaries and selected studies 
have been carried out or are underway. As the stress on the 
reefs increases, however, management practices need to be 
reviewed and research priorities reassessed. 

A. Objectives of the Workshop 

1. To assemble a group of experts on coral reefs and 
management for the purpose of developing a short and 
term research and management strategy for coral communities. _______ __, __ 

their 
long 
reef 

2. To identify problems and potential solutions in the areas 
of (1) managemen , (~education, (3) assessment and 
monitoring, and (4) research. 

3. To develop a plan of implementation including priorities ~ 
for each of four areas cited-above. 

B. Format 

The workshop 
invited speakers. 
identify existing 
impact on the reef 
addressed needs 
identified. 

began with a series of 30-minute talks by 11 
The first six presentations were designed to 
problems caused by direct or indirect human 

tract. The five presentations which followed 
and potential solutions to the problems 

The 52 participants then were divided into four subgroups, 
each with a designated group leader: 

1. Management 
Lt. Michael M. White 
Manager, Key Largo National Marine Sanctuary 

2. Education 
Mr. Billy Causey 
Manager, Looe Key National Marine Sanctuary 

3. Assessment and Monitoring 
Dr. James W. Porter 
University of Georgia 
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4. Research 
Dr. John C. Ogden 
Director, Florida Institute of Oceanography 

\ The four subgroups were tasked to identify and rank specific 
tt~ ~' projects and goals in response to the problems and needs cited in 
v ~Jv the preceding presentations and discussions. Each group leader 
)~~~ then presented the results of the subgroup discussions to all 
' participants along with overall recommended rankings of projects. 

Following a general discussion, a final listing of 
recommendations was agreed upon. A program agenda is contained 
in Appendix I. 

I. HUMAN IMPACT ON REEFS 

A. Direct Impact 

The first two speakers described the direct impact of boat 
groundings, small boats, diving, and fishing on the reef tract. 
Because of the heavy visitation load, a significant amount of 
damage continues to be inflicted upon the reef. Several studies 
have been conducted to document the type and extent of damage 
including Dustan and Halas (1987) and Jaap (1984). 

Common causes identified are boat groundings and anchoring 
which can produce extensive physical fragmentation of reef 
colonies. Dustan and Halas (1984) reported 22 vessel groundings 
within the Key Largo Marine Sanctuary during the two-year period 
August 1983 to August 1985. In the Looe Key Sanctuary, 17 boat 
groundings have been recorded since 1976 with the majority of 
these being reported since Sanctuary designation in 1981. A 
particularly disastrous grounding occurred in 1984 when the 
121m M/V Wellwood ran aground and damaged a large area of 
~classes Reef~Additional damage was incurred by the rescuing 
tugs and towing cables. A total of 7. 5 hectares of reef \'lere 
impacted as a result of the grounding and the subsequent salvage 
operation. Studies have been underway since to monitor the 
recovery of the reef and to help replant where possible. 

Anchoring in reef areas has been a chronic problem for years 
and =is respon~for extensive damage to corals. Since 1981, 
special mooring buoys have been installed in the Key Largo and 
later in the Looe Key National Marine Sanctuaries (see Figure 2). 
The use of these buoys avoids the necessity of using anchors. To 
date, 120 mooring buoys have been irtstarled--in the Key Largo 
Sanctuary and 52 at Looe Key. A special reef conservation group 
called "Reef Relief" has initiated a mooring buoy project on 
reefs in the Key West area. Their first project involved 
emplacement of a total of 60 buoys at five reef locations. 

Other sources of physical damage to the reefs include: the 
emplacement and reco)Lery of lobster trape;_ the capturing of 
lobsters by sport divers; damage to corals by careless sport 
divers who may grab onto them for support; and hook and line 
fishing which can result in monofilament line snagging and 
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scarring reef surfaces. 

Efforts to repair damaged reefs continue to be made such as 
righting fallen corals, ~e~tin~them back into place, as 
as well as removing fishing 'Tine-an--d other debr rs:--These labor
intensive activities are limited, however, to small areas of 
heavily visited trails and reefs. 

B. Indirect Impact 

It is well documented that coral reef communities in many 
parts of the world are becoming endangered by waste products and 
nutrients (nitrates and phosphates) resulting from human activity 
(Kuhlman 1988). The Florida Reef Tract is no exception. Recent 

~~ evidence clearly shows that the reefs in the Keys are neither as 
healthy nor productive as in the past (Dustan and Halas 1987). 
This decline can be attributed to waste sources such as: (1) 
polluted roadway runoff of stormwater, (2) eutrophication, (3) 
sewage and agrichemicals, (4) toxins and anti-fouling paints . 
The combined effects of these pollutants are damaging the coral 
reefs and carbonate platforms in the Keys as they have elsewhere 
(Smith et al., 1981). It should be noted that besides man
related eutrophication, there are natural sources such as 
accumulation of seagrasses on shorelines, etc. that also 
contribute to the problem. 

The destruction wrought by excessive nitrates and phosphates 
takes several forms (Hallock and Schlager 1986). They stimulate 
growth of plankton which reduces water transparency which in turn 
limits the depths at which zooxanthellate corals and calcareous 
algae can grow, thus reducing carbonate production. Nutrients 
also can stimulate the growth of certain algae and animals that 
cause erosion of the reef structure. For example, studies in 
Hawaii showed that the "bubble alga" Dictyosphaeria bloomed and 
overgrew the coral reefs in Kaneohe Bay due to nutrient 
enrichment from a sewage outfall (Laws and Redalje 1979). A more 
recent study in Bermuda concluded that there is enhanced growth 
and increased biomass of the green alga Cladaphora prolifera 
(Chlorophyta, Cladophorales) as a result of cumulative seepage of 
nitrogen-rich groundwaters coupled with efficient utilization and 
recycling of dissolved organo-phosphorus compounds (Lapointe and 
O'Connell 1988). Studies also suggest that the addition of high 
levels of phosphates to seawater may inhibit the calcification of 
corals and other calcareous marine organisms (Simkiss 1964, 
Kinsey and Domm 1974). There is further evidence that increased 
nutrients may stimulate overfeeding stress and increase predation 
on both coral larvae and adults. It is clear, thus, that while 
boat groundings, anchoring, diver abuse, and fishing are serious 
threats to the reefs, an additional major threat is the high 
nutrient content of runoff from coastal areas. 

In a recent study conducted for NOAA, the Florida Department 
of Environmental Regulation, and Monroe County, the effects of 
on-site sewage disposal systems on groundwater and surface water 
quality were assessed (Lapointe and O'Connell 1988). The study 
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demonstrated that the use of septic tanks and shallow injection 
wells in the porous geology of the Keys~~--accelerating 
eutrophication of surface waters. The mean concentration of 
ammonium and nitrate were 350-fold higher in developed vs. 
pristine groundwaters, while phosphate was some 60-fold higher. 
Maximum rates of contaminated groundwater discharge to surface 
waters occurs · during the summer, when elevated tides and 
groundwater recharge enhances groundwater seepage. The resulting 
higher nutrient concentrations of surface waters in summer were 
significantly correlated with increased chlorophyll concentration 
(i.e. phytoplankton), suggesting that ever-increasing groundwater 
contamination is enhancing eutrophication and "greening" of the 
Keys nearshore waters. · 

While there is proof that eutrophication leads to an 
increase in algal biomass and the eventual damage and even 
destruction of coral reefs, the effects are reversible. In 
Kaneohe Bay, Hawaii, over 99% of f he cor~rs w1tn~n an are~of 880 
hectares were destroyed by sedimentation from shoreline erosion 
and municipal sewage over a period of years. The sediment impact 
ended with the completion of the development phase aLound the 
Bay. Following the removal of the sewage site discharge, the 
corals are recovering (Kuhlman 1988). 

II. NATURAL IMPACTS ON REEFS 

A. Oceanographic/Meteorological 

The most severe natural impact on coral reef communities is 
caused by hurricanes (Jaap 1984). This impact takes on many 
forms. In add1t£0n-to-physical damage caused by wind and waves, 
the accompanying torrential rains can reduce salinity to 
dangerous levels and the churning of bottom sediments can cause 
severe turbidity and sediment abrasion. Although each of these 
factors, individually or in combination, can result in the 
destruction of some corals, displacement of others, and the 
dislocation of fish and sessile organisms, evidence indicates 
that it is possible for reefs in the Keys to recover in a few 
years depending upon the severity of the storm (Shinn 1975). On 
the other hand, Woodley et al. have indicated a very long 
recovery period for the Discovery Bay Reef following Hurricane 
Allen in 1980. 

Another direct effect of hurricanes is the introduction of 
thermal stress. Recent evidence shows that there can be a 
significant cooling of sea surface temperatures following a 
hurricane. This is thought to be due to the cyclonic action of 
the wind creating currents in the sea that diverge from a focal 
point. This, in turn, causes large upwellings of cooler water 
which have been observed to reduce sea surface temperatures by as 
much as 2.6°C (Black, Elsberry, and Shay 1988). 

Hurricanes also can add to the eutrophication process. 
Nutrients are added as a result of increased land runoff caused 
by heavy rains; the stirring up of nutrient-laden sediment; and 
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the nutrients contained in the cool waters introduced by 
upwelling. 

In addition to major upwellings, hurricanes can produce 
internal · waves which can persist for as long as 10 days following 
the storm. Whether coral reefs are adversely affected by "short 
term" temperature reductions and internal waves has yet to be 
determined. 

B. Biological 

The after-effects of hurricanes can result in biological as 
well as physical changes in reef communities. These changes may 
be reflected in the form of alteration of predation patterns, 
reduction of species diversity, and significant differences in 
species survival. Although there is not a clear explanation at 
the present time, enlarged photos of damaged reef areas show that 
certain animals such as the snail, Coralophyllia, will eat non
favored corals when discovering that its normal food source is 
destroyed. 

Seasonal changes in water temperature exceeding normal 
ranges can damage coral reef communities. For example, in the 
winter of 1976-77, 96% of the shallow-water coral reefs in the 
Dry Tortugas surveyed died due to the intrusion of l4°C water 
onto the reef (Porter, Battey, and Smith 1982). This temperature 
was significantly below the normal annual range of 18° - 30°C. 
Such a severe reef-kill also affects nearby reefs and alters the 
amount of space available to surviving organisms which can 
affect the resulting species diversity. Drastic wide-spread 
reduction in coastal water temperatures, such as experienced in 
the Dry Tortugas, are caused by the incursion of pQlar air 
masses. 

The rate and extent of reef recovery following damage or 
destruction depends on many factors including whether an entire 
colony or only a selected species was killed. In any event, the 

_puilding of a reef is a slow process. For example, in the Dry 
Tortugas, stud1es have shown that the rate of growth (carbonate 
deposition) during the period ranging from 11,000 - 2,000,000 
years ago was 1.91 to 4.47m per 1000 years (Shinn et al., 1977). 

A recent study revealed a disturbing loss of both the number 
of coral species as well as the percent of living cover of coral 
species in underwater photoquadrats within the boundaries of Looe 
Key and Key Largo National Marine Sanctuaries. The study, which 
relied on repeated photographs taken annually from 1984 to 1987, 
encompassed an area of 18m 2 at Looe Key and 36m2 at Key Largo 
(Porter and White n.d.) The investigators determined that since 
1984, shallow water sites (3 - 4m) at both Looe Key and Key Largo 
have been losing coral cover at the rate of 4% per year within 
the study areas. This statement can be made with 95% confidence 
as a result of the large amount of data that was acquired with 
repeated photographs. Branching coral species in the genus 
Acropora suffered the most damage. Curiously, the skeletons of 
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the dead corals remained in view, demonstrating that the cause of 
death was not mechanical destruction by storms or anchors even 
though two hurricanes passed through the Florida Straits during 
the study period. 

It should be pointed out that these rates were measured 
before the coral bleaching event seen in the Florida Keys between 
1987 and 1988. While projections of the die-off rates beyond 
1988 are risky, the data at hand are suggestive of an ecosystem 
under stress. The numbers also suggest that more data are needed 
soon to see if the rate of loss of coral cover is continuing and 
what the cause might be. 

Regardless of whether the die-off is natural or man-induced, 
the management issues raised by the loss of such an ~nportant 

member of the ecosystem ~s clearly great. 

III. MANAGEMENT AND EDUCATION NEEDS 

A. Enforceable Management 

t.DFll t 

,q I~ v o 

The dilemma of managing a coral reef resource as accessible t~~ 
as that in the Florida Keys was aptly summed up in Jaap ( 1984). /J. 
n , ' ~~'-"' The w~sdom of Solomon would be put to the test to dev~se a j 
management plan for these resources that would satisfy all the , ~ 
users and management and enforcement agencies. Decisions will ~~ 
have to be made that do not satisfy some users. The criteria _ 
that should be used in judging any particular decision should be: ~(' 
(1) does it significantly impact the resource and/or (2) will it r ,, 
cause undue economic hardship on a large segment of the 
population. It is literally impossible not to cause some impact 
and some economic hardship. Overall, the goal should be prudent 
stewards-hip of the coral reef resources." 

The management staff at the two Keys Sanctuaries, thus, must 
tread the fine line between protecting the resource and serving 
the public. This is a difficult task at best given the limited 
personnel and budget, and the impact of 1 - 1~ million visitors 
in the parks each year. 

Management methods must be consistent with e~~stifg rules 
and regulat i ons and be carried out with ~iplomac~. They 
presently include: dissemination of informat on to t he public; 
use of patrol boats; mooring buoys; boundary markers; issuance of 
citations (both on the surface and underwater); holding open 
seminars and other educational programs; and conducting survey, 
research, and monitoring programs. Although the management 
practices used are for the designated Sanctuaries, most of them 
apply to reef areas outside the Sanctuaries as well, particularly 
the dissemination of information to the public. 

Research, education, survey, and monitoring programs play a 
key role in any management strategy. Existing rules and 
regulations can be changed or new rules issued only on the basis 
of proper documentation. Thus the research needs and management 
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~ needs are intimately related. 

B. Education and Volunteerism 

! ~ As with any nationally recognized attraction, the coral 
~~ reefs of the Florida Keys are the subject of two kinds of 
~~~ educational efforts. One kind is designed to attract visitors to 

the area and the other is to identify their responsibilities once 
they arrive. In recent years, efforts have been greatly 
increased with respect to educating the public about preserving 
the beauty and · integrity of the Keys. These efforts have taken 
many forms both in the private and public sector. For example, 
environmental organizations, national magazines, television, and 
radio all have publicized the need to preserve the Florida Keys. 

Significant efforts are being made by the National Marine 
Sanctuaries to inform the public about the Keys and how to care 
for them. The growth and breadth of the interpretive programs at 
the Looe Key National Marine Sanctuary over the past six years is 
shown in Appendix II. The multifaceted approach described is 
designed to reach all levels of the public. Similar efforts are 
underway at the Key Largo National Marine Sanctuary. 

~ 

Existing education and ~unteer p ograms in the Sanctuaries 
as well as local programs outsi~the Sanctuaries should be ex
panded, capitalizing on the knowledge and experience of Sanctuary 
personnel. For example, there needs to be wider distribution of 
brochures, additional on-site aids to navigation, more work with 
local civic groups, and expansion 0f the volunteer program. 
While the Sanctuary programs actively use volunteers, the 
Sanctuaries represent only a small part of the Florida Reef 
Tract. Volunteers are needed urgently to ~p~ non-Sanctuary 
areas. Supervised volunteers can collect data on env~ronmental 
health and water quality, conduct fish counts, set up mooring 
buoys and navigational aids, as well as perform many other useful 
tasks. Existing diving clubs can be enlisted to regularly 
monitor specific reef areas and/or selected marine organisms. 
Such programs have been successful in many other fields including 
volunteer weather watchers, bird counters, and fish taggers. 
There is a very active group of volunteers assisting the staff of 
the National Key Deer Wildlife Refuge. Volunteer and special 
student programs also have been conducted by the Newfound Harbor 
Marine Institute on Big Pine Key. 

IV. ASSESSMENT and MONITORING 

A. Measurement Techniques 

There is a wide spectrum of measurement techniques available 
for collecting data on shallow-water reefs such as those of the 
Florida Reef Tract. The techniques range from simple diver fish 
counts and casual observation to sophisticated and expensive 
subsurface, surface, aircraft, and satellite-based 
instrumentation. Any one of several strategies could be adopted 
for implementing, a coral reef assessment and monitoring program. 
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One approach could be: (1) an intensive study of well-known 
sites whi~h includes underwater mapping; (2) corre1a~n ~ith 
low-level aerial photography; and (3) calibrationawith satellite 
imagery for broad surveys over large regions. There are ongoing 
studies as well as information in the scientific literature that 
provide a solid basis for beginning such a program. 

Six satellite reconaissance photos recently obtained fr om 
the Frenc h satellite "Spot" using a multi-spectral imaging system 
are now available which depict the Florida Reef Tract from Key 
Largo to Key West. These photos were obtained by the Issac 
Walton League with the aid of a grant from the Elizabeth Ordway 
Dunn Foundation (Estrin 1988). To be useful, however, these 
photos must be supplemente~ by ground truth data obtained by on
site observation methods. 

Such data can be obtained by the use of various types of 
oceanographic instrumentation including: moored or bottom
mounted current meters; salinometers; bathythermographs; and 
anemometers. Battery technology has advanced to a level wher e 
such instruments theoretically can run unattended for months at a 
time . Other techniques include: the use of expendable buoys, 
coring devices operated either from a ship or by a diver; 
underwater television cameras; and the many data collection 
methods used by divers. Because the selection of an instrument 
or data collection technique is determined by programmatic needs , 
the manager or researcher must interact with instrumentation 
specialists, manufacturers, divers, and other operational 
personnel when planning the program. Only in this way c an 
effective use be made of the wide range of available methods . It 
is equally important that s c ientists_ actively partis!pate in the /flt 
design of such instruments, at least on an aavisory level~ 
Perhaps in this way, the chronic problem of over-sophistication 
for its own sake, and lack of reliability can be minimized. A 
"crude" instrument that works is far more desirable than a state
of~the-art system with low reliability. 

B. Research Needs 

Although specific actions can be and are being taken to 
minimize the direct effects of human impact on the reef 
community, such as boating, diving, and fishing, the more serious 
and long term effects are caused by improper or irresponsible 
land use. The problems stem not only from activities on adjacent 

"=:: --shorel~nes but also from upland areas where excessive nutrients 
and other pollutants orginate. As a consequence, researchers 
need to keep the "big picture" in mind when addressing the long 
term problems of coral reefs . 

The importance of addressing the overall problems becomes 
even clearer when considering the fact that coral reefs buffer 
the impact of the ocean on the coastal zone, creatinsr lagoons and 
protected waters that favor the growth of seagrasses and 
mangroves. Mangrove forests and seagrass beds buffer coral reefs 
from contact with land, and promote reef growth offshore by 
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trapping sediments, removing excessive nutrients , and 
interrupting freshwater discharge, thus stabilizing the salinity 
of the coastal zone. Coral reefs must be studied within the 
complex mosaic of coastal ecosystems of which they are a part 
(Ogden, in press). 

The importance of studying coral reef communit ies as part of 
the tropical coastal zone has been apparent for years. This 
awareness has stimulated the cooperation of laboratories in many 
parts of the world. There are more than 17 marine laboratories 
in the Caribbean region, many of which have a long tradition of 
sharing research results. Individually, their sm~ll size limits 
their ability to carry out large research projects independently; 
but spread over the Caribbean as they are, together they can take 
on the sort of regional research necessary for crucial resource 
management issues. 

p... L.-C. The Association of Island Marine Laboratories · of the 
\ I M _ Caribbean ( AIMLC), with 24 member laboratories includin~ Florida 

~ and Bermuda, was founded in 1957, and hosts a meeting at a member 

) )_.4 
>. r '{ , 

laboratory nearly every year. At several workshop meetings of 
Caribbean marine scientists, held at the West Indies Laboratory 
in St. Croix and the Discovery Bay Marine Laboratory in Jamaica 
in 1982 and 1985, under the sponsorship of the National Science 
Foundation (NSF) and UNESCO, a program of sustained ecological 

p research, involving a cooperating network of Caribbean marine 
~,~~~~ laboratories was designed. The program, called Caribbean Coastal 

~ft\~ / Marine Productivity {CARICOMP), will establish research sites; 
map the distribution of coral reefs, seagrasses, and mangroves; 
and collect monitoring data using standardized methods and 
techniques. For example, one of the most simple yet fundamental 
measures that integrates the environment and organisms is 
temperature. Yet, as the recent coral bleaching ~isode 
demonstrated, we know nothing about tem~f the Caribbean 
at the coastal zone scale critical for coral reefs (Ogden and 
Wicklund 1988). Other critical physical, chemical, and 

~.11.1. • ecological data will be incorporated into a data base from sites 
surrounding the Caribbean. As the data base develops, it will 
prove to be essential for specialized research projects. 
Research of a unique regional character, direct ed at an 
understanding of the factors controlling coastal ecosystems 
structure and function, will be the result (Odgen 1987). 

V. RECOMMENDATIONS BY SUBTOPICS 

Each of the four designated subgroups met and identified 
specific topics in their respective areas based on the 
information contained in the invited presentations and the 
experience of those in the subgroup. These topics subsequently 
were ranked by the members of the subgroup in their order of 
importance with respect to the potential development and 
implementation of a program plan. Each topic also is marked as 
to whether it can be considered a short or long term goal. 
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Mana~ • ~-------------------Recommendations for improving management 
procedures were divided into five categories. 
priority thes~egor~s are as follows: ---

practices 
In order 

and 
of 

1. 

a) 

I b) 

c) 

Visitor Management 

Publish a comprehensive users' guide to the Florida 
Keys. (short term) 

Develop a better system for distributing information to 
the public. (short term) 

Develop a computer-based visitor survey documentation 
system including: number of visitors; types of 

and access and Pt J activities; private public points; 
'I ). commercial services. (short term) !) v I 

d) Develop an overall visitor management plan for waters 
in the Florida Reef Tract. (long term) 

e) Determine the potential of using core areas (e.g., Looe 
Key) or other forms of multi-use area zonation. (long 
term) 

2. Interagency Coordination 

a) Improve enforcement, regulations, procedures, and 
coordination. (short term) 

b) Increase manpower and lobbying support. (short term) 

c) Coordinate enforcement with other regulatory agencies. 
(short term) 

Improve system of sharing information among agencies. 
(short term) 

Develop simplified and consistent regulations. 
term) 

(long 

f) Develop an overall management plan for the entire reef 
tract. (long term) 

g) Establish 
fisheries 
management 
should be 
agencies. 

a Coral Reef Commission similar to the 
management councils to lay groundwork for 
and enforcement of all Florida Keys Waters: 

comprised of federal, state, and local 
(long term) 

3. Data Acquisition and Retrieval 

a) Translate scientific and technical data into a format 
useable by management personnel. (short term) 
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Conduct a literature search and compile a management 
data base. (short term) 

c) Develop a reference retrieval system. (short term) 

4. Monitoring for Management 

a) Compile a list of scientific and technical management 
needs in a format such that the scientific community 
can develop experiments and programs designed to 
satisfy these needs in such areas as: eutrophication, 
visitation, resource use, weather, and enforcement. 
(long term) 

b) Develop coral reef environmental monitoring studies 
for: 

nutrient flux 
coral health 
fishes 
weather 
key invertebrates 

(long term) 

5. Boat Groundings 

conch 
algae 
disease 
water quality 

a) Install additional 
navigational aids. 

daymarkers and 
(short term) 

larger signs for 

b) Assess the needs 
operators' licenses. 

and merits of 
(short term) 

recreational 

c) Reduce boat groundings through improved 
education programs. (short term) 

boat 

boater 

d) Reduce boat groundings through increased enforcement. 
(short term) 

e) Return revenue from boat groundings and other fines to 
reef management programs . (long term) 

-----...._ 
~ B. Education 
f;> t.. 

Based on issues and concerns presented by coral reef 
researchers, biologists, and managers, the education subgroup 
identified and prioritized topics that must be addressed by 
various educational means to better protect and manage the reef 
resources. Those concerns and brief suggested solutions are as 
follows: 

1. Land-use/Eutrophication 

a) Develop pamphlets and literature for the public that 
explain the problems, their source and the means of 
correcting the situation (see Appendix III) e.g., 
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fish parts in 
septic systems. 

canals, detergents, fertilizers, poor 
(short term) 

b) Solicit the aid of researchers to identify and quantify 
natural contributing sources of nutrients e.g., 
decaying seagrasses. (short term) 

c) Develop reference list of information available for 
distribution. (short term) 

d) Increase awareness of problems related to 
eutrophication through education at primary education 
levels (K- 12) e.g., teaching packets, lesson plans. -(lorig term) 

2. Physical Impact on Coral Reefs 

a) Diver Impact - touching, handling and standing on 
coral, fish feeding, diver conflicts, et~. Potential 
solutions to some of these problems are: 

o Prepare a five minute fast-moving video of 
commercial quality, that solicits cooperation of the 
public. (short term) 

o Prepare and implement an instructor / diver training 
course that teaches coral reef ecology and diving 
etiquette to instructors. (long term) 

o Conduct the research necessary to answer the 
question "Does touching coral really kill it?" (long 
term) 

b) Boat Groundings 

Recreational and commercial boat groundings have caused 
extensive reef damage over the years. In addition to 
navigational markers, there are several other steps 
that can be taken: 

(1) Large vessels 

0 Publish information for the public on vessel 
groundings, including the findings of the 
research completed at the site of the M/V 
Wellwood grounding on Molasses Reef. (short 
term) 

o Supply literature to vessel pilot associations 
addressing boat groundings and the fines 
imposed for groundings within the Sanctuaries. 
(short term) 

o Complete follow-up research on known grounding 
sites. (long term) 
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(2) Recreational Craft 

o Prepare a video specifically addressing boating 
in reef areas and seagrass flats e.g., how to 
"read" the waters, the legal consequences of 
running aground in a Sanctuary, and how the 
loss of reefs affects everyone. (short term) 

o Pursue licensing of all recreational boaters. 
(long term) 

(3) Media Coverage (short term) 

With the cooperation of the news media and other 
government agencies, the problem of boat 
groundings can be brought home to the public. 
Examples of such efforts are: 

o public service announcements 

o Inclusion of a brochure with issuance of boat 
licenses. 

o u.s. Coast Guard Auxiliary training 

o Installation of low frequency radio beacons 
located at heavily impacted reefs that transmit 
signals and messages warning of the presence of 
reefs and shoals in the area. 

o Channel 13 VHS - Broadcast by USCG 

3. Visitation Levels and Over-Use 

a) Develop }volun~r-1 programs to obtain information on 

b) 

visitor (short term) 

Establish criteria, through research, 
early signs of over-use of the reefs. 

for recognizing 
(long term) 

, , c) Study the feasibility and practicality of using various 
1 A~ visitor dispersion techniques such as: removal of 

mooring buoys; closure of areas; placement of buoys in 
low-use areas or areas not familiar to the public. 
(long term) 

d) Establish user fees. (long term) 

4. Alteration and Disruption of Sea Floor 

a) Identify and quantify the sources and extent of damage 
to the sea floor resulting from fishing and trapping, 
divers damaging coral heads, etc. (long term) 
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b) Determine the effects of accumulation of debris on reef 
health. (Long term) 

The Educational Subgroup identified the need to "sensitize" ~ 
the public to the causes and consequences of human impac~ on the 
coral reefs and surrounding habitats. The use of t?lunt~ 
groups to assist in collecting data, resource monitoring, removal 
of debris, and in educational functions was recommended. 

The conclusions and recommendations of the Education 
Subgroup are consistent with those of an Educator's Workshop held 
in Key West on May 13, 1988. This workshop, sponsored by the 
Looe Key and Key Largo National Marine Sanctuaries, was attended 
by 18 marine educators and four members of the Sanctuaries' 
staff. The objective of the Key West Workshop was to assist in 
developing educational strategies and public materials for 
Sanctuary managers. The results of the workshop are summarized 
in the three Tables contained in Appendix IV. A. 

t 1'/ -t'-'~ /. ~ I" 

~sessment and Monitoring ~ ~~~ - D, J tv-<. .~v c, 'l...; _.., 
The Assessment and Monitoring Subgroup had the task of 

addressing not only tapics for study, but also the 
~entat ip~ required for carrying out the investigations. 

The five major areas recommended in order of priority are: 

1. Measurement of the population dynamics of long-lived 
organisms. 

a) Utilization of underwater photogrammetry to assess the 
rates of recruitment and mortality and the health of 
permanently marked sites. Highest priority should be 
given to computer automation of the sampling program 
using micro-computers and underwater video technology. 
If possible, the monitoring should be done on a fine 
enough scale to include information on the population 
dynamics of some short-lived organisms such as algae 

c --
which respond quickly to stresses currently present in 
the Florida Keys. (long term) 

b) Use of repeated aerial surveys on a scale of 1:5,000 or 
1:10,000. Resulting photographs should be digitized to 
facilitate the analysis of ecosystem-wide changes. The 
images should be stored for easy access with the 
National Ocean Service . (long term) 

c) To obtain temporal-scale data, geological cores should 
be obtained from long-lived coral species to determine 
changes in coral and community growth patterns. (long 
term) 

2. Automated measurements of total phytoplankton and 
bacteria should be obtained to assess the amount and extent 
of nitrogen and phosphorous pollution. (long term) 
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3. Instrumented ~~~i~ should be established that 
are capable of collecting data on: surface light; water 
temperature at depths of O.Sm and 10m; turbidity; and wave 
height. The Sea-Man weather station currently operating at 
Molasses Reef and routinely used by NOAA is an excellent off
the-shelf standard model. (long term) 

4. Measurement of the biotic processes of reef productivity 
and calcification should be carried out using remote pairs of 
drogues. Data should include upstream and downstream oxygen, 
carbon dioxide, pH, and alkalinity. (long term) 

5. Inventories of plant and animal biotic diversity should 
be made at several locations along the Florida Reef Tract. 
Four areas are recommended that represent a logical span of 
east-west and north-south reef gradients. (long term) 

a) Fort Jefferson National Monument 
b) Looe Key National Marine Sanctuary 
c) Key Largo National Marine Sanctuary 
d) Biscayne National Park 

In addition to ranking specific projects, general 
~, r~ recommendations were made by the Assessment and Monitoring 

~ . , Subgroup that relate to all the projects cited: i.e. (1) long 
""' . ) ' .. term monitoring is essential and will serve both the short and 

long term goals of research, management, and education; (2) 
standardized measurement techniques and equipment must be 
employed; and (3) investigative methods selected must be both 
practical and simple rather than technically sophisticated and 
complicated if reliability and wide use is to be achieved. 

- --/ 

(_ D. Research 

The general conclusions and approach of the Research 
Subgroup were similar to those of the Assessment and Monitoring 
Subgroup, i.e., that long term studies at fixed locations 
addressing the ~nteraction of tb~and~ and the~a were a 
prime consideration in assessing and preserv:lngthe health of the 
reef tract. The three major areas of study selected in order of 
priority were: 

1. Land/Sea Interaction: Florida Bay-Sea Grass-Coral Reefs 
(long term) 

a) Measurement of transport and nutrient loading of waters 
entering the Florida Reef Tract from Florida Bay at a 
minimum of four permanently marked sites. 

b) On a spatial scale, at four sites, do quarterly 
sampling using satellite imagery, aerial photos, zone 
studies, and studies at the species level 
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2. Coral Physiology (long term) 

a) At permanently marked sites in the reef tract, examine 
and record existing environmental parameters including: 
temperature, nutrients, light, currents, salinity, pH, 
and other relevant parameters. 

b) Conduct controlled experiments to determine the effects 
of the following parameters on coral health: 

c) 

zooxanthellae density 

respiration 

photosynthesis 

calcification 

contribution of zooxanthellae 
to animal respiration 

biochemical composition of 
tissue 

nutrient exchange 

stable isotopic 
of tissue 

composition 

to/S l-ee. ,} ..... Conduct a study of laboratory-induced bleaching -~ 
determine, among other things, the recovery and 
repopulation rates of zooxanthellae and the importance 
of zooxanthellae strains. This could include 
monitoring of zooxanthellae populations in certain host 
species to collect baseline data to aid in the 
detection of bleaching events. 

The products of this approach will be: the definition of a ~e 
set of "indicator paramet=.;:s" that could be used to monitor~ J, , 

natu~l popul at i ons; and the identification of ranges of ·1 environmental parameters that will be detrimental to coral L.(. ... _J 

health that should be watched for. -~ 

3. 

a) 

Coral Population Dynamics (long term) 

At permanently selected sites, conduct studies of long
lived organisms, including corals, using photographic 
and video techniques while simultaneo=u:sry collecting 
physical/chemical data. 

b) Develop models incorporating nutrients, grazing, and 
physical processes. 

c) Conduct studies of reproduction and settlement 
mortality at selected grounding sites. The sites 
recommended by the Research Subgroup for conducting 

r...--~ 

J 

the studies are: Biscayne N ·anal Park, Key __ Larg~ 
National Marine Sanctuary, Looe Key National~, 
Sanctuary and the Dry Tortugas. t -arso was 
recommended that the selected permanently marked sites 
be closed and limited to research use. 
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d) Develop and implement a rapid response plan t o be 
activated in case a major natural or man~induced event 
occurs in the reef tract. The purpose of this plan is 
to assess any damage and to establish new baseline data 
if necessary. Steps to assist recovery may be 
warranted in some cases (e.g., restoring coral head 
orientation, cementing coral fragments, transplanting 
corals, etc.). 

VI. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

A summary of the recommendations is shown on Table 1. It is 
seen here that the number one recommendation of the Education, 
Assessment and Monitoring, and Research Subgroups is to address 
the effect of excessive nutrient Lo~ing in the waters 
"upstream" of the Florida Reef Tract. A review of the 
remaining recommendations of the Assessment and Monitoring 
and Research Subgroups shows a consistent approach for 
attacking · the nutrient problem, i.e., to select four or five 
permanently marked sites along the reef t r act and establish 
instrumented monitoring/weather stations and to initiate specific 
studies of the reefs and associated organisms. This approach 
will result in a broad picture of the health of the reefs and 
provide data on local events as well. 

The recommendations of the Education and Management 
Subgroups focus on the development of public education programs, 
broader distribution of information about reefs, improved 
coordination with both p~ivate and public · organizations, 
documentation of public use of the Sanctuarie s and nearby reefs, 
and in telling concerned citizens specifically what they can do 
to help. As illustrated in Appendix~ , these recommendations 
are consistent with those expressed by local government, civic 
organizations, and concerned citizens. The logical next step is 
to formulate a plan of action to implement these recommendations. 

VII. PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Program Guidelines 

Prior to implementing the recommendations contained in t his 
report, some general guidelines need to be identified. These 
guidelines, as expressed by the workshop participants, are: 

1. Continuity of funding is more important than the dollar 
amount, i.e., a specific amount of money spent over a long 
time is more important than the same amount spent once. 

2. Standardization of methods and instrumentation that are 
reliable and simple are essential if data are to be 
meaningful and comparable both within and between sites. 

3. Proper storage and ready access to both existing and new 
data are more important than the size of the data set 
accumulated . Existing data centers should be used whenever 
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Management 

1. Improve visito~ docu
mentation and develop 
visitor management plan 

2. Develop plan for long 
range interagency 
coordination 

3. Develop management 
data base and retrieval 
system 

4. Develop lists of 
technical, scientific, 
and study needs for 
improved management 

5. Reduce boat groundings 

TABLE 1 

Summary of Recommendations 

Education 

l. Public education on 
nutrification 

2. Develop media presen
tations and courses on 
effects of physical impact 
on corals 

3. Study reef visitation 
and overuse 

4. Identify and quantify 
sources of disruption and 
alteration of the seafloor 

~ssessment & Monitoring 

~. Effects of nutrient 
loading on population 
dynamics of long-lived 
organisms 

2. Installation of 
instrumented weather 
stations 

3. Automated chemical 
measurements of chlorophyll 

4. Measurement of biotic 
processes of reef produc
tivity and calcification 

5. Develop inventories of 
plant and animal diversity 
in designated areas 

~esearch 

~· Measurement of transport 
and nutrient loading of the 
Florida Reef Tract 

2. Studies of coral physi
ology at designated sites 

3. Studies of coral popu
lation dynamics at designated 
sites 

4. Develop plan for response 
to catastrophic events 



possible. Available centers include the National 
Oceanographic Data Center (NODC), the National Ocean Survey 
(NOS), the National Weather Service (NWS), and the Data 
Archives Division of the Library of Congress. 

It also would seem advisable that an organization be 
selected to coordinate the overall effort to ensure close liaison 
with the involved federal, state, and local agencies; private 
industry; as well as public participants such as environmental 
and volunteer groups. The first step towards achieving this is 

~I to form ~steering committee to develop the mechanism needed to 
' implement ~crgram. Al-though there is a significant likeli
hood of funding becoming available, the recommendations 
resulting from this workshop need to be crystallized and put 
within the context of formal proposals for funding to agencies 
and foundations. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

The major conclusions of this workshop are as follows: 

A. The Florida Reef Tract is in serious trouble because of a 
combination of events including: 

1. Excessive nutrients and other waste products in the water 
originating from nearby land masses and Florida Bay. 

2. Physical damage to the corals caused by boaters, divers, 
and fishermen. 

3. Natural causes such as storms, 
water in periodic winter storms, 
1980, 1981, 1983, 1987). 

thermal shock from cold 
warm water events (e.g., 

4. The lack of consistent management policies, especially in 
areas outside of the National Marine Sanctuaries. 

5. The lack of sufficient data to make effective long range 
management decisions. 

6. Insufficient education of the public regarding coral reef 
problems and what they can do to help . 

B. A series of definitive steps can be taken now to reduce the 
rate of deterioration of the Florida Reef Tract and to aid in its 
recovery. 

1. Establish permanent monitoring sites at the following 
locations: 

a) Biscayne National Park 

b) Key Largo National Marine Sanctuary 

c) Looe Key National Marine Sanctuary 
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d) Dry Tortugas 

2. Initiate the following 
standardized instrumentation, 
monitoring sites: 

research 
at each 

a) animal and plant inventories ---- ---b) nutrient transport and loading 

studies, using 
of the permanent 

c) installation of oceanographic "weather" stations 

d) satellite, aerial, and underwater photography 

e) coral physiology, population dynamics, and biotic 
processes 

3. Initiate a series of education and management programs 
aimed at immediately reducing the adverse human impact on the 
reefs including: 

a) production of educational video tapes 

b) initiation of new volunteer programs 

c) development of diver education workshops 

d) expansion of' distribution of educational materials to 
the public 

e) increased coordination among federal, state, and local 
agencies 

4. Form a steering committee to initiate the implementation 
of the programs. -

c. Program Costs 

Although detailed cost figures were not calculated, it was 
estimated that a meaningful program could be undertaken for 
approximately: 

Research, Assessment and Monitoring 

Education and Management 

Total (per year) 

$600,000 

250,000 

~ 
The need for continuity of funding was stressed rather than 

a single one-time amount . Only in this way, can the long term 
data needed for management decisions be acquired. It was felt 
that bec ause of the broad interest and concern for the reef 
tract, funding should be sought in both the private and public 
sectors. 
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APPENDIX I 

PROGRAM 

CORAL REEF RESEARCH 
AND MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP 

June9 

MARINE RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION 
KEY LARGO, FLORIDA 

4:00 - 6:00 P.M. Registration (Chickee) 

6:00 -8:00P.M. Informal Reception 

JunelO 

8:00 - 8:30AM. 

8:30 - 9:00 AM. 

Breakfast (Cafeteria) 

Welcome and Introductions 
Goals and Format of Workshop 
Slide Presentation, Alice Biays, 
Coral Reef Community Foundation 

SESSION I: HUMAN IMPACT ON REEFS 

9:00 - 9:30 AM. 

9:30 - 10:00 AM. 

10:00- 10:15 AM. 

A Speakers: Mr. John Halas, Key Largo 
Natl.MarineSanctuaey 
Mr. Billy Causey - Looe Key 
Natl. Marine Sanctuary 

Direct Impact - groundings, diving, anchoring, 
fishing, poaching, water skiing, visitation level 

B. Speaker: Dr. Brian E. Lapointe - Harbor 
Branch Research Institute 

Indirect Impact- dredge and fill, nutrients, pollution, 
ship wastes, sedimentation, pesticides, phosphates, 
nitrates, change in natural features 

Coffee (Chickee) 
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SESSION 2: NATURAL IMPACT ON REEFS 

10:15 - 10:45 A.M. 

10:45 - 11:15 A.M. 

A. Speaker: Dr. Peter Black - National 
Hurricane Center 
Biological, oceanographic 
meteorological 

B. Speaker: Dr. James W. Porter 
University of Georgia 
Dynamics of Benthic Organisms 

SESSION 3: MANAGEMENT AND EDUCATION NEEDS 

11:15 - 11:45 a.m. 

11:45- 12:15 P.M. 

12:15 - 1:30 P.M. 

A. Speaker: Lt. Michael W. White - Mgr. 
Key Largo Nat!. Marine Sanctuary 

Enforceable management - mooring buoys, diving
boating-fishing regulations, level of permissable 
activity 

B. Speakers: Dr. James W. Miller 
F1a.Ins~Oceanography 
Mr. John Booker 
Newfound Harbor Marine Inst. 

Education and volunteerism 

Lunch (Cafeteria) 

SESSION 4: MEASUREMENT AND RESEARCH NEEDS 

1:30 -2:00P.M. 

2:00 - 2:30 P.M. 

A. Speaker: Dr. Richard A. Shaul 
Continental Shelf Assoc. 

Measurement techniques - instrumentation, 
remote sensing, divers, concentrated vs. broad area 
transects 

B. Speaker: Dr. John C. Ogden 
F1orida Institute of Oceanography 

Research needs - diseases, population dynamics, 
bleaching, artificial reefs 

SESSION 5: IDENTIFICATION OF SPECIFIC PROJECTS 

2:30 - 3:00 P.M. 

3:00- 3:15P.M. 

3:15 -5:15P.M. 

6:30 - 8:30 P.M. 

Delineate project categories and select four 
subgroups: (management, education, measurement, 
research) 

Coffee 

Break into subgroups, define and rank specific 
projects and identify required on-site equipment 

Dinner (Hideout) 
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I 
Junell 

June12 

SESSION 6: PRIORITIZATION OF PROJECTS 

8:00 - 8:30AM. 

8:30 - 10:00 AM. 

10:00 - 10:15 AM. 

10:15 - 12:00 P.M. 
12:00 - 1:00 P.M. 

1:00 - 5:00 P.M. 

7:00- 9:00P.M. 

Breakfast (Cafeteria) 

Subgroup chairmen present prioritized list of projects 

Coffee (Cbickee) 

Refine and rank order all recommended projects
Lunch (Cafeteria) 

Visit (dive/snorkel) selected reef sites 
Habitat visit, tour of Marine Resources Development 
Foundation Facility 

Barbeque and Press Conference (Cbickee) 

SESSION 7: FINALIZATION OF PROGRAM 

8:00 - 8:30AM. 

8:30 - 10:00 AM. 

10:00 - 10:15 AM. 

10:15 - 12:00 P.M. 

!2:00P.M. 

Breakfast (Cafeteria) 

Finalize recommended management and research 
programs and identify principal investigators 

Coffee 

Derive program cost estimates 

Adjourn 

NOTE: Locations are marked by ( ). If there are any changes, they will be announced. 
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APPENDIX II 

CHRONOLOGICAL 
INTERPRETATIONAL 

SEQUENCE 
PROGRAMS 

IN 
AT 

THE 
THE 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE EDUCATIONAL/ 
LOOE KEY NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARY 

1983 
Staff: 

SM.etUM"lJ "'--3 .... 
S.anet<Mr'l.:l Rang•r 

IHTERP~IVE PROGRAMS 

<I> School Gr-~ 
<2> Sp.c. lnt~est. Gr.. 
(3) Freoq, u-r- GrDL4lS• 

Seac:aoap/NHM I 
SOli Scouls Of' An!. 

C-4> Distinguished 
Gu•st.s 

INTERPRETIVE 11ATEIURL 
OISTRIBUTION 

Brocho.r• Routa-
11tlvl. to K•~;~ 1-ltl'sl:. 
On-si t.• broehur-e 
distribution & 
intl'r"pr•tat.ion 
be~at-t.o-bo.at 

.... 

INTERPRETIVE PROGRAMS 

(5) eo--unity Groups 

CA."'PFIRE PROGRAHS 

INTERPRETIVE FIELD 
TRIPS ' 

INTERPRETIVE MATERIAL 
OISTRIBUTIOH 

BroehtT• Rout• 
On-sit• Boal:.-ta-So.ilt. 

con~ts 

INTERPRETIVE MATERIALS 
OEVELOP/1ENT 

Broehuo--: 
( 1 > U<:Hl"'S - (brown) 

inc:l. 5pM~i:sh 
........-siOfl · 

(2) K..pi1"19 Vcur ~1 
OFf' Cor-.al 

INTERPRETIVE EXHIBITS 
Cl) &01t. shows 

1985 
;j 

Staff: 1 
Soanet:~ H~ 
S~nctua~ Rang•rs 
Sanctu.ry s~:.tar-y 

I 
INTERPRETIVE PRriGRANS 

C6) Ca.-... .- O•'ol ) 
(7) Civic_G.-ouP.s COFF) 

~F~EPR~ 
"-rNTERPRET IVE-F-1 EC'O 

TRIPS 

INTE~PRETIVE MATERIALS 
DISTRIBUTION 

B.-ochu.-11!' Routtl' 
On-sit~ boat-to-boat 

contacts 

INTERPRETIVE HATERIAI..S 
DEVELOPMENT 

Photog.-ammtl'tl'"~ & H~d.-o-
91'"-lpl·lic Su.-ve~s: 

(3) A•.-ial f"r. 15,000' 
(4) Base Maps & Ove.-lays 

(not .-ec'd to dat•> 

INTERPRETIVE EXHIBITS 

SEMINARS & WORKSHOPS 

Cl>'F.-•q. Ustl'rs Mtg. 
(2) L~NMS ~ KLNMS 

RPStl'a.-ch•.-•s 
t-fo.-kshop 

ANNUAL SPECIAL EVENTS 

<l> U/W Husic Festival 

1'38& 
Staff: 
s~tuary Man.11g~ 
s~notuary R~.rs 
S~nctu~ S~r•t~ 

INTERPRETIVE PROGRAMS 

(1)-(7) 

CAMPFIRE PROGRAMS 

INTERPRETIVE FIELD 
TRIPS 

INTERP. MATERIALS 
DISTRIBUTION 

B.-oehl..a"""• Rout .. 
On-sit• bo.at-to-boat 

conbcts 

INTERPRETIVE MATERIALS 
OEVELOPHENT 

Int..IN""p.-•tivo.- si9""gw'! 
t-f~id• Exhibits 

<S> Boat r'"aep signs 
(6) t-fall ..aunt signs 

INTERPRETIVE EXHIBITS 
<2> 5TH Arv-!iY'ft""s..,.~ 

C.l.b.-01tion 

SEMINARS ~ t-fORKSHOPS 

(3) Int•,..-nation.oal 
Ma.-in• Protected 
Rr-e•s Svminar 

RNNIJFL SPECIAL EVENTS 
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1987 
St.af.f: 

S.anct.t.anJ H.ng'"" 
~c~Rang,.-os 

Sanctuary Senior Clerk 
Educ.~~tion Coordi~tor 

INTERPRETIVE PROGRAMS 

(1)-(7) 

CAMPFIRE PROGRAMS 

INTERPRETIVE FIELD 
TRIPS 

INTERP. MATERIALS 
_DISTRIBUTION 

8.-ochu.-• Rout• - B,..-oeh. 
Paek•ts to Re-01lto.-s ~ 
Boat R.ntal Businesses 

On-sit. boat-to-boat 
contacts 

Int.rpretive Sig~ge 

Ot..htr.- lnt.,.-p. Matlrt"""ials 
CD Wt-fF/RRRC: Co.-al R•ef" 

Educational Packe-ts 
(2) A N•t..ion of" Oceans 
(3) Sanctua.-~ Vid•os 

INTERPRETIVE MATERIALS 
OEVELOPMEi'H 

1988 
St.af'f: 

Sanctuary Manager 
Sanctuary Rangers 
Sanctuary Sen. Cl. 
Education Coordinator 

INTERPRETIVE PROGRAMS 

(1)-(7) .. 

CAMPFIRE PROGRAMS 

INTERPRETIVE FIELD 
TRIPS 

INTERP. HATERIALS 
OISTRISUTION 

B.-ach. dist.-ibution 
On-sit~ boat-to-boat.. 
Inte.-pretive signage: 

n•w dive shop on 
Sumr~:erland Ke',l 
(wall mount) 

INTERP~ETIVE MATERIALS 
OEVELOPHENT 

N- Br-ochu-•!!:: C 13> Co.-al Reef Kit 
Educ. Mate.-ials 
specific to FL 
Sanctua.-ies -

FL Audubon 

<7> Color LKNMS C.-ec'dl 
(8) Safe Btg/Reef" Etiq. 
<9> Fish'g Re-gs. I!~LIO!!'IS 
<10> Btg. AcciPSs to LKNMS~ 
(11) Mooring Buoys Cin (in p.-og.-ess) 

,....,..~, 

<12) Sanctuar-y vidi!'Os 

INTERPRETIVE EXHIBITS 
<3> OEMA T.-.ildot Show 

L~• v.g
(4) Big Pi~ ~..y 

.. F oundot.-" s Cay 
<S> Horv-o. County F~i.
(6) Lower" ~ Nar-ine 

Expo & Food Fest. 

SEMINARS ~ WORKSHOPS 

(4) "~g.ne~ Nanagmt 
of Diving Aceid•ntsu 
Seminar-Oiek Rutkowski 

(5) Rese..-chtl'r's t-forkshop 

ANNUAL SPECIAL EVENTS 

(J) •ENFORCEMENT CRY• 

INTERNATIONAL TRAINING 
POOGRRit 

(1) Malaysian t.-ai~s: 
Rb Rahi• Go.- Yan~an 
Sulca.-no W~g i ortan 

INTERPRETIVE EXHIBITS 
<7) Ocean Expo 

Coconut Gr~ 
(8) Int..e.-national Oiv~ 

a:nd Travel Shou 
Orlando 

(9) Design of" Vi$itor 
Cente.- at Sanet... 
Hvadquart•.-s 

<10> OEHA Shol.o 
NII!'U Orleans 

SEMINR~S & WORKSHOPS 

<6> Educato.-• s 
t-forkshop 

ANNUAL SPECIAL EVENTS 

<4> REEF FAIR - special 
Scienc• Fair Pgm. 

INTERNATIONAL TRAINING 
PROGRAM 

<2> B•li~ian T.-aine-•: 
James Azueta 

EXTENSION PROGRAMS 

(1) 11on.-o. Coun~ 
Environ .. ll!'ntal Ed. 
Task Forc!f 

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM 

(1) Oisti~istwd guotsts 
5.vw::t. el•an-up 

C2) eo..unity Se-rviee 

"""'~· 



Port Pine Heights 
Property Owners Assocoaiion, Inc. • P .0. Box 43 • Big Pine Key, Florida 33043 

KEEPING OUR CANALS CLEAN 

Do We Have a Problem? 

Not too many years ago, the canals of Port Pine Heights were 
reported to be "Gin Clear•. While they are still better than 
many canal systems in the Keys, signs of wear and degradation are 
appearing. With the recent rapid growth in Port Pine Heights, 
the rate of deterioration of water quality in the canals 
cannot help but increase. 

This is the first in a series of bulletins from your Property 
Owners Association designed to provide guidelines on how we can 
all help protect and restore the quality and beauty of our 
canals. 

What is Causing the Problem? 

The primary cause of the degradation of water quality in the 
canals is the introduction of man-made nutrients into the water. 
As the water is enriched with these nutrients, a series of 
observable changes occur including: a decrease in water clarity, 
excessive growth of algae, decreased diversity of fish and plant 
life, and an increase in hydrogen sulphide (rotten egg smell). 
This degradation process, called eutrophication, results in a 
significant reduction of dissolved oxygen in the water and it is 
this reduction of oxygen that kills canals. 

Where Do These Nutrients Come From? 

A primary source of unwanted nutrients is our household soaps, 
detergents, and other cleaning materials, especially those 
containing phosphates and nitrates. These materials slowly leach 
into the groundwater from septic tanks, and ultimately make their 
way into the canals and surrounding waters. By the time this 
nutrient-laden groundwater reaches the canals, most of the oxygen 
already has been eliminated. Over 50% of canal pollution is from 
septic tanks. 

Other sources of nutrients/pollutants include: fertilizers, 
detergents used to wash boats, fish carcasses, and rotting sea 
grasses. All these things use up precious oxygen. 

How Can We Help as Individuals? 

Do not use household products containing phosphates or 
nitrates such as cleansers, laundry detergents, etc. 
Eliminating these sources alone will reduce the 
introduction of phosphorus into nearby open water by 
20 to 30%. There are concentrated organic liquid cleaners 
readily available that do not contain any phosphates or 
nitrates. Read the labels on these household products 
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before buying, and .select those that do not contain 
ingredients harmful to the environment. 

Do not dump fish wastes and carcasses into the canals. 
Contrary to popular belief, this is not a good practice. 
Put such wastes in the trash or dispose of them in open water 
on your next fishing trip. The uneaten carcasses become 
covered with bacteria whose action further depletes the 
supply of oxygen. 

Minimize the use of fertilizers, as the runoff pollutes 
the canals. If you must use fertilizers, select a slow 
release product that will allow a more thorough dilution 
of the runoff. 

Keep branches, leaves, grasses, and other debris out of 
the canals so the flow of water will not be impeded. The 
deposition of a single heavy grass mat in a canal can 
cause permanent damage by "smothering" the bottom. 

To maintain the beauty of our area, do not throw cans, 
bottles, and other trash in the canals. Pick up such trash 
from the bottom and along the sides of your canal. In 
particular, avoid spilling grease, oils, and similar 
products associated with boat maintenance into the canals. 

Report any signs of fish kills, algae blooms, oil spills, 
or other adverse events in Port Pine Heights canals, as 
such information is useful in assessing water quality. 
These occurrences are more frequent following heavy 
rainfalls. Attempts will be made to promptly obtain water 
samples in such cases to aid in ongoing water quality 
studies. Please call Dr. Miller (872-4003) or Dr. 
LaPointe (872-2247). 

What About Future Bulletins? 

Maintaining the beauty and quality of our area requires a 
continuing effort by all of us. Future bulletins will contain 
additional guidelines for maintaining and improving the canals 
and adjacent lands of Port Pine Heights including lists of 
specific, readily available household products that are not 
harmful to the environment. 

July 1987 

Prepared by: 

James w. Miller, Ph.D. 
President 

Brian LaPointe, Ph.D. 
Member, Board of Directors· 
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Port Pine Heights 
Property Owners Assocoation, Inc. e P.O. Box 43 • Big Pine Key, Florida 33043 

KEEPING OUR CANALS CLEAN 
Bulletin #2 

Review of the Problem 

In the July 1987 Port Pine Heights Canal Bulletin, it was pointed 
out that as a result of recent growth, the water quality of the 
canals in Port Pine Heights is deteriorating. The basic cause of 
this deterioration is the decrease in the amount of dissolved 
oxygen in the water which, in turn, results in a degradation 
process called eutrophication. The decrease in oxygen primarily 
is caused by the introduction of man-made nutrients and other 
adverse substances into the water. 

The purpose of this bulletin is to identify more specifically the 
sources of these dangerous substances and to offer guidelines for 
selecting alternative products. 

Fertilizers -----------
One of the most serious polluters of our can;ls is/fertilizers{ 
The most harmful ingredient is phosphate which is present to some 
degree in all available fertilizer products we were able to 
check. The amount, however, varies from 0.5% to 6.0%. This 
means that some fertilizers have 12 times the amount of phosphate 
as others. The product containing the least phosphate is composted 
cow manure (0.5-1.0%). The phosphate content of available 
inorganic fertilizers ranges from 2.0-6.0%. Even fertilizers 
that claim to be organic often have phosphates ranging from 2-3%, 
so reading the contents on the label is important. Usually the 
second number of the three listed in large print is the amount of 
phosphate, for example, Scotty's 16-4-8 is 4% phosphate, Vigoro''s 
18-3-6 is 3% phosphate, etc. In addition to selecting a 
fertilizer for low phos~hate, whenever possible, select one 
marked "slow release" or equivalent. These fertilizers are made 
so that the chemical action occurs over a longer period of time, 
which decreases the concentration of phosphate not only in the 
surface runoff, but also in the seepage that finds its way into 
our groundwater. 

The rate at which groundwater moves horizontally towards the 
canals varies greatly in our area and is increased from an 
average of 2-4 feet per day on dry days to as high as 20 feet per 
day during a heavy rain. If a fertilizer is put down just before 
a heavy rain therefore, much of the beneficial effect is lost 
because of rapid seepage and the concentration of phrisphate 
entering the canals is much higher. In recent months, a serious 
algal bloom occured in one of our canals as a direct result of 
heavy fertilization prior to a hard rain. 
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Recommendations: 
o Minimize use of all fertilizers 
o Read all labels carefully 
o Use composted cow manure or other organic fertilizers 

low in phosphate 
o Select a slow release fertilizer 
o Don't fertilize just prior to an expected heavy rain 

Soaps, Detergents, and Cleaners 

Laundry and dish detergents are notorious for causing 
environmental damage because of their high phosphorus content. 
In recent years, however, manufacturers have eliminated phosphorus 
from many of their detergent products. For example, the 
phosphorus content in powdered laundry detergents ranges from 0% 
in Ivory Snow and Dutch, to 14.7% in Fresh Start with a wide 
variety of concentrations in between. Most liquid laundry 
detergents do not contain phosphorus and there is a wide 
choice of safe liquids. 

Most liquid dish detergents for use in the sink are free of 
phosphorus and are not a problem. Powdered detergents for 
automatic dishwashers contain significant amounts of phosphorus 
(8.1-8.7%), however, and should be avoided. Liquid detergents 
for automatic dishwashers contain less phosphorus (4% in Sunlight 
and 5.9% in Palmolive) and are safer to use. At least eight 
states already have banned the sale of detergents containing 
phosphorus. Hopefully, Florida will follow soon. 

When selecting cleaners other than soaps and detergents, 
phosphorus-free products should be chosen. There are many 
environmentally safe products on the market, such as Shaklee 
organic liquid cleaner, that are readily available on Big Pine 
Key. While liquid bleaches generally do not contain phosphorus, 
some of the powdered bleaches such as BIZ (8.7%) do, so reading 
labels is important. Products used for removing rust, such as 
OSPHO, should be used in such a way that runoff does not enter 
canals as it is high in phosphoric acid. 

Re.commenda tions: 
o Read all labels carefully 
o Select laundry and dish detergent products and other 

cleaners containing no phosphorus 
o Wash and clean boats and cars only with 

environmentally safe, phosphorus-free products. 

Antifouling Paints 

Antifouling coatings for boat bottoms have been in use for years. 
The toxic substance contained in the coating leaches into the 
surrounding water and either kills the microorganisms or 
interferes with their attaching or cementing mechanism. Most 
antifouling paints available in retail stores contain toxins such 
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as cuprous oxide (copper) which can provide protection for up to 
18 months, or organometallic toxins such as tributyltin oxide 
which has longer lasting protection but is highly toxic to the 
environment. In fact, there are environmental warnings on the 
cans stating that tributyltin is toxic to fish, cautioning 
against washing contaminated material and tools in open water, 
and instructing consumers to dispose of materials in authorized 
landfills. 

The environmental hazards of tributyltin oxide are well known and 
its use already has been banned in the United Kingdom. In 
January 1988, the Environmental Protection Agency banned its use 
in the U.S. for all boats less than 65 feet in length except 
aluminum boats. Unfortunately, paint containing tributyltin will 
remain on retail store shelves for up to three years unless a U.S. 
Senate bill is passed prohibiting its sale. 

Recommendations: 
o Read all lab.els carefully 
o Minimize use of antifouling paints 
o Use paints containing cuprous oxide (copper) and not 

those containing tributyltin oxide 

To keep our canals from deteriorating further, we all need to 
pitch in. Remember, that in addition to the toxic products 
discussed in this bulletin, the dumping of fish wastes and other 
debris all decrease oxygen in the canals and contribute to our 
problems. 

We need your help! 

February 1988 

Prepared by: 

James W. Miller, Ph.D. 
President 

Brian LaPointe, Ph.D. 
Member, Board of Directors 
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.APPENDIX IV 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF MARINE EDUCATORS WORKSHOP 

4 /1-..&/;, /7 
TRSLE 1: R~tions of Sub-Group I• Cti-SITE IHTERPR:ETRTION 

Mana9'-""'1'nt 
Issu•. 

Sb-.ategy Co.m~nts/Exa~pl•s 

ISSUE " (J) uti I iz., eMisting volunt~ groups t.o educ-ate the b6ating pub I ic Pow~ Squ<~dron 

in ttw 1..-s. of' NOS ,....ig.at.ion charts, "r"C!'<~ding t.tw wat..r", •te. Co.ast Guard Rwci li.ar'd 
Boat 
groundingz <2> utili~ existing funds to produc. divers ~igati~l guides: Monro. Count'd Boating Imp-~...,t Funcls 

a. guide oFTering n.vigati~l interpre~tiDn coepli••nted by aerial photos: side-by-side presentation 
i.l'., NOS charts with corresponding aerials 

b. gu1de with ~taile-d m<~ps and ov.,r-IOI.i:jS 

<3) design aerial charts th.at. inelude color photos to illustrate differ~t R••f' er~t. P.atch Reefs, ~y oar:O:t>rs, ote. 
habitats and hazardous navigational at'"ll!'i!IIS 

(4) NOAA chart inserts describing individual r-fs .and aecess to theM i.e., NOS cNrt 11~62, ll.t.45, 1!442 

(5) boating d.-iver' s lic~H\S4!' 

,., informational trans~issions to infora trw public, sueh as a RRD I 0 BUOV VHF radio eh~l ... ith lioi~ ~ang~ brans~ission 

ISSUE 2: (!) diseour.a~ us. of gloveos 

Oiv~ (2) req ... ir• guides t:.o ~ .all dive-rs and snork~rl.rs di.,....sbt-5 
contact 

with (3) utili:%• • •t.hr'"•.at of h.ara" ~oaeh to discouraqeo eant.aet i.e-•• dang•rous ~ri~ Ol"'giU'Iisas 

~•I 

ISSlE 3: (I) utilizao sear-~r t.actics to d...,..lop ar-gua.nt.s that p90Plt!' will respond to conditioning qf ,qri~ lif• sueh as aoc:~ra~:oo:s <~nd 
b.n-.ac:ucUs l•.ads to IIIOr'"e .agc;rl!'ssi..,. beh.lviOI"' 

Hand i • .r •• "F..rding tM ;~~ni~~~;~~ls ~ b• Nz...-dous to 
f.eding you- health" 

fi!>h 
<2) •MPlanat.ion of behavior-al chongos -..1\ ld, natur-al behavior 

-vulr"'e'f""ability to pr-~t.icn 
-...uln.rrablility to hook-and-line fishing 
-ehang• in diet and i~QPlic;~~tions <cheaicals in 

food products dispersed> 

(3) c"""""t long-t.!•r• restt...-eh study to doeu..nt. i~t.s of this activity to support ed.Jeational eofforl:.s 

ISSUE 4: 

Disruption (I) •ducat• diYI!'rS of the i-.pcrt.ance of ~ingly insignificant. habitats ..... to Iool<" 
of 

Seab~ 

ISSUE 5: 

User-
Conflicts 

a.Littltl'"ing (!) uti liz• ~ist.ing voh.rot...,.. .wid spi!'Ci.al inter.-st 
t~ and qu&nt.it.ies of lit.t~ upon r.-oval 

gr-oups t.c ~t. i.e •• ~iean.Litto.-al Society 

(2) co-Jni t.y IUI""Yice on l..-,.::1 to .all offl!'ndl!'rs 

b.Oiveor/ (3) 51.J99Kl .alt.en\ollt.. fishing locations out.sidtr ar•as of heavy diving .ctivity provid• Lor.an C eocrdinat.s 
fishing 
conflicts (4) di....,- COU'""bsy .. cu-d ci"IUII slicks 

e. Incr•as.d <Sl liait rw.ldlb..- of visit.oc-s •racing for buoys" l•.ads t.c rK:klH:s .approach to 
Boat.ing diving sit-
Activity 

ISSUE 6: 

Bottt~o~~ (I) F'"OYid• .anchoring tips infor' .. tion o....,. 
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TABLE 2: R•ca..•nd~t.1on~ of Su~-G~ou~ 2; STRATEGIC CONTACT POINTS 

COI"'!:act. Point. Medium to-nts/Exan~pl~s 

<3> 

(5) 

(6) 

cE-> 

dive- shops 
ca"'Pg~ounds 
parks 
b•ac:h.s 
••rinas 
6ari~ supply stores 
sp~ial ....,.nt.s 
•arin• education f~ilities 
Challbet""s oF eo.....rce 
Welco~neo St.at.icns 

L:~cal Att.r-.act.ions: 
Key ~est. Rqua.-iun~ 
Theatre of Uw S.a 
Dolphin Resear-ch Centet"" 
Dolphins Plus 
gl.iiSS bott0111 beats 

r-adio 
TV 

BO'lTING PUELIC: 

c~ > Coast Gu.ar-d 

< : ::D HOM 

C Z D T.a>< Coll~t.or·s Of"f"ice-

(a). pr-e--dive br-ieFing 
(b) 1.-ai~t~ Yaysid~ display 
(c) brochures 

(a) enclosur-es uit.h ~i~nt. sal•s 
(b) trivia quizzes 
(c) poste-r-s 
<d> vid.os 
<e) sli~ pr-ogrNII!: 
(f) bu.per stickers 
<g> charts with Mblow up• windoYs 
(h) .. rial photo with windows 
Cj> kiosks 

1n-housl!!' Yideo lolhich pr-•s•nts }ocl)l 
attractions 

<a) Public S.r-vice Announce~nents <PSA's) 
(b) guest int...-vi.ws 
(c) .a..-ning r-F repor-ts 

IIIOYi• ads or pr-e-5how clips 

<b> l~al not.ic:.s <D.o. T. > 
Cc) bill~d notices 

(.a) billbo...-d notices 
(b) kiosks 

C.api:..ain's E><.a. 

NOS na...ig~t.ion charts 

Boater R•gist.r-ation .nclosur• 

II'I"IClosur-e 
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.aunt on bo.-d Yessels 
distribute to passeng•rs during the tr-ip to tn. r--f 

<br-ochur-es) 

slogan cont-t 
si•il..,. to r-ca::::l aaps <s•• also Sub-Group 1, Tabl• 1) 
windo~o~s cor-r•sponding to major di..,.. dest.in.t.ions 

triYia, r!f!'91.Jlat.ion qui~, •n...ir"OI"IOIII'nl:.al t!'dueat.ion, 
•....,.g-.nt issue-s 

i.•·y HcOonald's is always looking for id•as 

hot.•l TU e:t..nn.l 
i.e., For-t Zachar-y Taylor- Histor-ic Sit~ has done so 

(Jeff OiHaggio) 

loc.l r-adio such as US 1 Radio 
local TV such as Channel 5 -Bill Tr-anth.iuii1 S show 

i .... , r-ec.nt.ly install..:! Key 0..,... rtation 
<~ o..r- H.lltional ~ildlif"• Rll'f"ug.> 

i .•. , tr-.-p .al-ting w.arnings along US 1 
i.e., along 18 •i. st.r-•l:.ch to Key L..rgo IMler-• ..,..,.Y 

tour-i5t would ...., 

i.e., ...all advorr-ti~ts in t•r•in.ls 

incor-por-.ah• CJU"'Slions ~t FL Sanct.u.ar-i•s into 

S.anct:.uary not..tion should includ• contact points· For 
aYailable infonaation 

i .... , r-•f•r.-nc.. ~t.uary hllladquarter-s/ ... isitor- c•nt.er, 
radio buoy/VHF channe-l <s- Tabl• 1), envt'l 
-..r~s r;Kiio station, etc. 

i .... , include- .a br-ochlr• pack•!:. ~ith •ach r-~ist...-ation 

i .•. , br-och.reo packet given with ......,...., IWW boat. s.l• 



ISSUE 1: 

"=-
9""0undings 

lSStJE 2: 

Oiver" 
eor~taet. 

... i.th 
eor<~l 

ISSUE 3: 

Feeoding 
Fish 

ISSUE: <4: 

of 
Sub~ 

ISSUE 5: 

USEO 
CONFLICTS 

Boating 
FC:tivit1:1 
Conflicts 

TRSLE 3: R•e~tion:~:" of Sub-Group 3; EOUCRTIONA!... PROJECTS/11ATEIO!IAI...S FOR THE GENEIO!AL PUBLIC 

Strate-gy 

l:;iosks 

"' vi~ 
(2) eonduc:t USER SlRVEY 

HOAR 

(3) •dueat.e eMisting volunbl'r 
groups 

"' signs 

(5) broch.ro .__ 

(S) distribution of' intl'rpl""l'tiveo 
N~t...-hllls with tM Roll' of 
.aril"'ii' suppl i.s 

(7) ..OUC:at• school studl'nts 

'" PSA's 

(l) u-.-.......- Guide- backs 

(2) get. inf.,..--t.ian to Ol"'gar'liz.at.ions 
t.h.iot control p.opl•' s acce-ss 
t.o diving 

(3) Spec:i.al •.....nts with positi.,.. 
~5i.s 

•ffl!l'c:t.ive 5lidvs 
video 
National Publications 

addre-ss: 
prop 5e.n-ing 
lobst.r tr-01p .-net r•latl'd i~ts 
pr1:1ing off orgAnis.as 
r•plaeing ~isas in ~ir 

natural position 
ewe-r-turning rocks .and coral hl'ads 

St.r•ss t.hl' i.port.anc. of' tlv .ulti
us• C«\CC'Pt. of' tM progra~~~ 

<1> ut.iliZIP YDlunt...,. groups 

<2> •itig•tion •fforb 

<3> pr01110te •c1.~ W..k" 

(4) •dd eo><planatiOr"'S to on-it.e 
int..rpnbt.ion 

Loc:ation 

Interstate ~leo•e stations 
turnpike rest .ar•.as 
airpor-ts 

PCIWI'I"' Squac:ron 
Coast Gu..-d ftul.ci li.ary 

public boat. r.-ps 

di .... shops 

boat. shows 
boat. sal• out.l•t.s 
bait-and-taekl• shops 
aarin.s 
""'"-"_.... e~ ar• sold! 

radio, TV 

.qui~t. ...anuf~t.ur-ers 

SCUBR e..,-tifying orgAnizations 
i-•·, PRJ I a. HFlJI 

di.,.. op.rat.or:Vc:har-t.ft- boats 
di.,.. r.nt...l .-.d .-qui~t shops 
hot.•ls, ~ houses 

Pr"..s•ntl'd to a N.-tic:JI'Ql .-udi•nce 
.s an i•portant. f••tur• of the 
s.netu....-~ initi.-tiv• 

On-sit• .-nd local altl'r-nat.iv• for 
soliciting support 
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Ca-•ornts/Exa111pl•s 

S.anetuary Program information and site-specific 
d..seriptions. etc. 

i-•·• "t::.-~ing Yo:..- K-1 Off Cor-al" 

to deot...-•il"'ii' who is the audi.rw:• 
(a) detail of typical ~· .activity 
(b) d.bil of boat..,-5/vr..:nls that havl' 

g.-oundod 

to lend assistance in ~ressiog manageeent. 
issues in ~ outside prot.eted ar•~ 

<I'Kist.ing) 

school pr-ornt.at.ins ( indirtM:t.ly educate p...-ents) 

t.~ by REEF ~LIEF haYit ~n ~ell r~•ivltd! 

disussed proj..c:t e~tly bl'ing deYflolopl'd 
and so-• potential probl-s that could lead 
to iner•~ di......- c:ont.act, suggest alt..rnate 
ideo.as: 

i ·•·, flip c:harl:. or 1-inat.ed car-ds 
.addr..- .gt.. is5l»S on paek.aging of di._ products 

i .•.• di....r's gloves- •ar•oured bodies• 
coral ..--F ~t.ion to training -t..-ials 
prcwi~ vi~s . 

•B• Kind to Cor.als O.y" or "Cons•rv.at.ion Dao:~• 
E111ph.asi:no fr.agil• n.otur• of t.hl' l"'•sou-e.e and 

solicit S>Jppor"t. fro• thl' public t.o protii'Ct it 

convey the -ss.age- of i~t through vi~l .aids 
point out the result of i~et 

i.e •• r.sults in thiP c.api:.UI"'IIt (by hook-.-nd-lif"'E') 
of Fi~ t-ed by F.-ding activity 
I"'I'SUlts in en.nging fish behavior 

ineorporat• into lit.el"'atur~ on re.ding ~t~ 
<~• ISSUE l> 

-plain thot hoportar'lee of thl'se 1 iving riPSOurees 
and t.lw ,....d to proti!I'Ct. ttw. 

Positi.,.. support - gathering of all potential 
us:•r groups 

Good opportunity to involve 5peeial intl'l"'est 
groups in 011 "hands-on• e>ep...-ienee "'ith otn 
~objiii'Cti.,..• whl'n visiting the site 
i.e, Rm...-ie.n Littoral Society 

i.l'., plastic bags .nd tt. llllll'ehanieal proble~s 
.ssoci.atltd with t.tw. 
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APPENDIX V 

CORAL REEF RESEARCH 
AND MANAGEMENI' ~RKSHOP 

Marine Resources Development Foundation 
Key Largo, Florida 

JUNE 9-12, 1988 

Dr . Carl J. Berg, Jr. 
Bureau of Marine Resources 
Florida Departrrent of Natural Resources 
13365 Overseas Highway 
Marathon, FL 33050 
305-743-7622 

Mrs . Alice Biays 
Coral Reef Ccmnunity Foundation 
141 Galleon Rd. 
Islamorada , FL 33036 
305- 852-4761 

Dr. Peter Black 
NOAA-Hurricane Research Division 
4301 Rickenbacker Cswy 
Mimai, FL 33149 

Dr . Janes Bohnsack 
Miami Laboratory 
\-MFS, NOM 
75 Virginia Beach Dr . 
Miami, FL 33149 
305-361-4252 

Dr. Rena M. Bonem 
Geology Departrrent 
Baylor Universit y 
Waco, TX 76798 
817-755-2361 

Mr. John Booker 
Newfound Harbor marine Institute 
Rt. 3 Box 170 
Big Pine Key, FL 33043 
305-872-2331 

Mr. Robert Calvery 
Manager, Marine Operations 
Tracer Marine, Inc. 
Ft . Lauderdale, FL 33316 
305-467-5081 

ATTENDEES 

Dr . Richard W. Curry 
Resource Management Coordinator 
Biscayne National Park 
P.O. Box 1369 
Homestead, FL 33030 
305-247-2044 

Dr . Phillip Dustan 
Biology Dept. 
College of Charleston 
Charleston, S.C. 29424 
803-792-8086/ 5504 

Mr. Drew Ferrier 
Chesapeake Biological Lab 
University of Maryland 
Box 38 
Solarons, MD 20688 
301 - 326-4281 ext. 293,211 

Dr . William K. Fitt 
Departrrent of Zoology 
University of Georgia 
Athen, GA 30602 

Mr. Dennis J. Fitzpatrick 
Jules' Undersea Park 
FL Keys Marine Sanctuary, Inc. 
3277 Madeline St. 
Oakland, CA 94602 
415-531-0806 

Mr. Craig Fusaro 
FL Keys Marine Sanctuary, Inc . 
111 Saguaro Lane 
Marathon, FL 33050 

Dr. Stephen R. Gittings 
Depart:Jrent of Oceanography 
Texas A & M University 
College Station, TX 77843-3146 
409-845-8216 

....---
Mr. John Halas 

\ 
ctuary U

nctuary Biologist 
y Largo National Marine Sanctuary 
0. Box 1083 
y l argo, FT. 33037 / 

~ 
Mr. Jules Craynock 
OOAJ\ 
Atlantic Oceanographic & Meteorological Lab 
Ocean Acoustics Division 
4301 Rickenbacker. Cswy . 
Miami, PL 33149 
305-361-4331 43 

Dr . M. Dennis Hanisack 
Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institution 
5600 Old Dixie Highway 
Fort Pierce, FL 34946 



CUl(I\L lZEL::l,. \..OIU<SllOl' 1\'l'l'l.::NUL:;L:;:;; kunLwuc<.l ) -----.... 
/ 
Mr. Harold Hudson \ 
U.S. Geological Survey 
Fisher Island Station 
Miami Beach, FL 33139 
305-2~42 .----/ 

Mr. John Hunt 
Florida Department of Natural Resources 
13365 OVerseas Highway #103 
Marathon, FL 33050 
305- 743- 6722 

Mr. Ken Hur 
SJD, P. R. 
323 Little Miss Luffet Lane 
Key Largo, FL 33037 
305-852-4478 

Mr. Walter Jaap 
Marine Biologist 
Depart.rrent of Natural Resqtrces 
Marine Research Laboratory \ 
100 Eighth Avenue S. E. 
St. Petersburg, FL 33701 
813-896-8626 
--------------~ 

Ms. Glenda Kelley 
3201 N. E. 40 Ct. 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308 
305-566-8204 
305-852-1628 

Mr. Jack Kindinger 
U.S. Geological Survey 
Fisher Island Station 
Miami Beach, FL 33139 
305-672-1784 

~K~ick 

\ 

President 
Marine Resources Developrent Foun , tion 
P. 0. Box 787 
Key Largo, FL 33037 

05-451-1139 

Ms. Anastasia Kontos 
Student 
Depart.rrent of Zoology 
University of Georgia 
Athens, GA 30602 

Dr. Judith Lang 
Texas Marorial Muesum 
University of Texas 
Austin, TX 78705 
512-471-1604 

Dr. Brian E. Lapointe 
Assistant Scientist 
Harbor Branch 
Rt. 3, £lox 297-A 
Big Pine Key, FL 33043 
305-872-2247 
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Dr . Phil Manker 
Departrrent of Geology 
Georgia Sout hwestern College 
P.mP.ricus , GA 11709 
912- 928- 1252 

Ms. Pam Martin 
P. 0. Box 186 
Tavernier, FL 33070 
305- 852- 8169 or 664-4300 

--- ------Dr. Janes w. Miller 
Florida Institute of Oceanography 
Rt . 3, Box 295-C 
ig Pine Key, FL 33043 

Mr. Dean Milliken 
Acting Director 
FLorida Institute of Oceanography 
830 1st Street South 
St. Petersburg, FL 33701 
813-893-9100 

Dr. Neil 1-bnney 
President, Jules Undersea Lodge 
Vice Pres. , Marine Resources 
P. 0 . Box 3330 
Key Largo, FL 33037 
305-451-2353/ .451-3388 

Dr. Erich Mueller 
Biologist/ Educator 
P. 0. Box 14,.98 
Big Pine Key, FL 33043 
305-872-2962 

Dr. Parrela Hallock Muller 
Dept. of Marine Science 
University of South FLorida 
140 7th Avenue South 
St. Petersburg, FL 33701 
813-893-9130 (Dept. #) 
813-893-9567 (Direct line) 

Ms . Laurie MacLaughlin 
Looe Key National Marine Sanctuary 
Rt. 1, Box 782 
Big Pine Key , FL 3304 3 
30S-B72- 4039 

Dr. John C. Ogden 
Director las of Aqg . 1988) 
Florida Institute of Oceanography 
830 First Street SOuth 
St. Petersburg, FL 33901 

Dr. Esther Peters 
Registry of Turrors in lower Animals 
National Museum of Natural History 
Smithsonian Institution 
Washington, DC 20560 
202-357-2647 
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CORAL REEF v.DRKSI!OP ATTENDEES ( continuw ) 

Dr . James W. Porter 
Zoology Department 
Universi t y of Georgia 
Athens, GA 30602 
404-542-3410 
404- 542- 3310 

Dr. Michael C. Schrrale 
Rosenstiel School of Marine & Atmospheric Science 
4600 Rickenbacker causeway 
Miami , FL 33149 
305- 361-4140 

Mr. Dean Schwe>inler 
Ocean Vision 
305-451-1 113 

Dr. Richard Shaul 
COntinental Shelf Associates , Inc. 
759 Parkway Street 
Jupiter, FL 
305-407-7946 
305-746-1 915 

Mr. Robert Smith 
Senior Biologist 
fobnroe COunty 
Environmental Resources Division 
88005 Overseas Hwy. i20 
Islam::Jrada, FL 33036 

Dr. Howard J . Spero 
Depart. of Geological Sciences 
University 50..lth carolina 
Bolumbia, S.C. 29208 
803-777-2 126 

Mr. Joe Strykowski 
Baylor University 
P. 0. Box 1088 
Minocqua, WI 54548 
715-356-3912 

Dr. Alina Szrrant 
Rosenstiel School of Marine & Atmospheric Science 
4600 Rickenbacker causeway 
Miami, FL 33149 
305-361-4609 

Mr. Russell Teall 
Florida Keys Marine Sanctuary, Inc. 
F. Association of Dive Operators 
111 Saquaro Lane 
Marathon, FL 33650 
305-743-3942 

Dr. Sandra L. Vargo · 
Florida Institute of Oceanography 
830 First Street South 
St. Petersburg, FL 33701 
813-893-9100 
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Mr. Geral d J . Williams 
General Oceanics, Inc. 
1295 N. W. 163rd Street 
Miami, FL 33169 
305- 621- 2882 

Ms . Susan Younkin 

Sanctuary 

Key Largo National Marine Sanctuary 
P. 0 . Box 1083 
Key Largo, FL 33037 
305-451-1644 

Mr. J ames Ti l.Iront 
Everglades National Park 
Box 279 
HOmestead, FL 33030 
305-245-5266 



APPENDIX VI 

PUBLIC CONCERN ABOUT CONDITION OF REEFS 

THE KEYNOTER SATURDAY, JUNE 11, 1988 

Many say manne sanctuaries needed 

Locals call for -preserves 
By KEVIN WAD LOW 
News Editor 

FLORIDA KEYS - The national marine sanctuary pro
gram in the Florida Keys has been a success and more areas 
of protection are needed, a number of local residents are tell· 
ing the federal government 

Response from the federa. •eve! has been encouragmg, 1f · 
noncommittal. 

~ 
f). l\ ': The Keys Association 'Of Dive Operators (KADO) recently 

I i U\) ~ endorsed an. expansion of the existing Key Lar.go National . 
Marine Sanctuary, suggesting a move of the sanctuary's 

( 

southern boundary down to Snake Creek. . 
Such a move of approxiinately II miles would add pro

tection to waters holding the new Duane and Bibb ship. 
wrecks. along with popular dive sites such as Pickles Reef, 
Conch Reef, Hens and Chickens and Crocker Reef. · 

"T think the majority of our members realize the reef is an 
embattled resource," said KADO president Stephen Frink. 
"This is the world's most popular diving destination, and it's 
not going to spontaneously protect itselL" 

there," said Mr. Teall, "but only after a long series of public 
meetings to get input. 

".O.Iot of people in Monroe County understandably feel~ 
abused by state and federal government programs," he add· 
ed, "J:Vell-meaning though those programs might be." 

Mr. Frink also noted KADO does not expect immediate 
results f{om.the Key largo request. "Nothmg.happens fast in 
a bureaucracy," he:said:· · , · 

He said some KADO members, primarily-worried about 
the sanctuary's prohibition on spearfishing, declined to sup· 
port the preserve expansion, but did not vote against it, ei· 
ther. . 

"At the outset, we know there are. going to be some peo· 
pie upset," Mt. Frink said, "but l think in this case you really 
have to look at the greater good." 

Florida Keys Marine Sanctuaries, Inc .. grew out of a pro· 
posal to sec~ a Sombrero Reef s<1nctunry, said Mr. Teall. The 
group now 1s mostly concerned with placing mooring buoys 
and .ed~cation01l materials.for non-sanctuary reefs. 

"We w01nt to make sure there are reefs left by the time 
t~e ~nctuaries do .come in," he said. At the other end of the county; the Florida Association of 

Dive Operators (FADO) proposed to the federal sanctuaries 
program-that it create a new Lower Keys preserve, stretch· 
ing from the Western Dry Rocks to the Eastern Sambos: 

The FADO bid for a· sanctuary off Key West follows on 
· the heels of a state proposal to decl<lre the same area an un

derwater state park. The state plan essentially has hit a dead 
end over a lack of funding. . . . "In order to preserve the quality of the reefs and ensure 

they are available for future generations to enjoy, we propose 
establishment of a federal marine sanctuary," FADO Presi· 
:lent Bob Holston· wrote federal officials. 

Russ Teall, a founder the non· profit Florida Keys Marine 
5anctuaries, Inc., has discussed preserve status for Sombrero 
Reef off Marathon with federal officials. 

"The idea of the entire Keys being a marine sanctuary 
;ounds tremendous and l would like to see a sanctu;:ry out 

U.S. Rep. Dante Fascell (D-South Dade/Monroe) recently 
recommended to a Congressional committee that a study 
should be undert<lken to determine if the entire Keys reef 
tract should receive sanctuary status. 

Areas designated as marine sanctuaries generally receive 
protection against destruction of the ocean environment, and 
are given funding for educational, research and enforcement. 

new sanctuaries talies··-time 
By KEVIN WAD LOW 
News Editor 

FLORIDA KEYS - New marine sanctuaries for the Keys 
- perhaps even one covering the entire coral-reef tract -
are possible but definitely not imminent, say feder<ll officials. 

"We haven't been looking at the Keys, but people keep 
calling us up," said Ralph Lopez, Florida regional manager 
for the Marine and Estuarine Management Division of the 
National Oceanic and Athmospheric'Administration. 

"That shows we must be doing.something right down 
there, if people want us to come in,'! said Mr. Lopez. "I guess 
the sanctuaries program didn't tu~ out-to be the federal ogre 
a lot of people expected." 

Joseph Uravitch, head of the :inarlne management dlvl· 
slon. responded to the Keys Association of Dive Operators' 
request to move the Key:· Largo- boundary soutlf. ·••1 am 
looking into how we may act on your proposal,'' he stated-. "I 
believe that a boundary extension to the Key Largo Sanctuary 
can provide additional protection to nationally significant 
mari.!!..e re~urces." 

Mr:-uipez cautioned that even if the decision is made to 
expand the Keys• offshore marine preserves, the designation 
process is lengthy. "We've got a lot of legwork to do, and 
we're certainly not ready to designate anything right now." 

uH>pinlons at the federal level apparently-have changed 
significantly since the creation of the Looe Key National Ma· 
rine Sanctuary in 1981. After that Lower Keys preserve was 
designated along with three other sites by President Jimmy 
Carter, marine sanctuaries program staff maintained since 
the Keys held two of the six sanctuaries In existence (Key 
Largo being the other).lt waa Ume to move onto other areaa. 

Under the Reagan Administration, however, only a 160· 
acre sanctuary in American Samoa has been added to the pro-
gram. , · · 

"Unfortunately, the promise and potential of the sanctu· 
ary program have been seriously eroded in recent years," 
says a March publication of the Center for Environmental Ed· 
ucation. "In the past seven years, the process of designating 
sanctuaries has ground to a near standstill." · 

Presently there are four sites under "active" consider
ation for designation, and a 1983 federal study listed 29 other 
sites as candidates for new sanctuaries. None are in the Keys. 

The future of new or expanded sanctuaries in the Keys is 
linked to a reauthorization bill for the sanctuary program 
now making its way through Congress. 

"If we don't have the money, we can't do much," said Mr. 
Lopez. "We don't want to jump into the process of looking at 
Keys sites, only to have Congress tell us they don't want 
that." · . 

But be said federal officials could put out feelers to Gov. 
llob Martinez and various state agencies to gauge their reac· 
tion to possible Keys expansion. Opinions of state officials 
weigh heavily in the designation process. 

"If we get some kind of positive response, things could 
sl<lrt happening," Mr. Lopez noted. · : ~ 

Local hearings would play a major role in consideration 
of new Keys sanctuaries, he said. "It's fine to have the com· 
mercia! dive groups say they want sanctuaries, but there are 
other user groups to be heard from." 

He added, "I think, though, that a lot of the opposition we 
faced over Looe Key has dissipated because of the way we've 
managed things. It will:be interesting to see what-the reac·-
tions down there are." · 
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tlv \IARGARIA FICHTNER o.uo•~ :ne map on a promise of courage;. nd brava· 
Hemld Slafl Wnter do and an occasional barbed whimsy: American 

. . Shoal. Pelican Shoal. The Sambas, Triumph. 

T 
he long strug~le has been nddled with a Ajax, The Elbow, Alligator; 'Fennessee, Pickles. 
fi~ul su~cession of gams, frus~atmg As the only true coralr. eefs. Within t:J,S •. continen-
d!sapP?mtrnents and the OC~IOnal tal waters; they act as a. buffer. to protect the 

.· kindly mterference of the Alrmg!'ty. Keys from the erosive threaf;,oftidesand storms 
Yet, more th~n ~O.years after .GI!bert and as shelterfor an almost liiiiiruiginable variety 
V !JSS began his ~n~ate association of marine plant and animallill!. 
wtth South Flonda s coral reefs, he can 

do no better than speeulate as to. what the future Perhaps as many as 60 coral species make 
holds. their home here, seductively waving and fanning 

"The reefs are in very, very great danger," . in their eery underwater paradise. Parrotfish, 
says.Voss, a University of Miami biological triggerfish, yellowtail, sergeant major, damsel-
oceanographer. "We have won so many fights, fish. and bluehead.flit in and out, over and under. 
but as far as habitat is concerned out there, we're Sponges, mollusks, shrimps, crabs, lobsters, ur
losing." · · chins and marine worms are everywhere. Squid 

More than 100 reefs trickle down. the seaward and octopus patrol, too. No wonder no other 
edge of the state from F owey Rocks JUst south of place unearth attracts so maey ·snorkelers and 
Miami to the Dry Tortugas. Their names roll . cuba divers as Florida. Australia. with its Great 

Barrier Reef, can boast only a •enth as many as 
show up here. · . 

But today the Keys reefs are in· trouble, their 
lovely corals dying, victims of man's intrusion 
and mishandling. They are too popular, too ac
cessible, too close to shore, too beautiful for their 
own good. It is as true of coral reefs as anything 
else: You always hurt the one you love.· · · 

CORAL CHAIN REACTION 
"If the corals were to die." says Gilbert Vosa, "you would lose 

a vrJ large percentage of the species of fish and invertebrates that 
form the coral-reel community. And with those gone, you would also 
lose a lOt cif the other llsh that depend upon them as part ol.the food 
chain.... • 

1 "If the corals dle'\Jthe amount of water above'the reejs will in.- '1 h "(J 
crease, and you'll get ore wave action, Wllicli:efoo§:iiliRhorellne 
and limestone rock and causes soil erosion. Your buffer Is gOing to 
begone.... . 

"If the corals die, the underwater turtle grass will be killed ••.. 
Turtle grass Is nursery ground for a large percentage of our sports 
lish, food llsh and shrimp •••• 

"In my opinion, when these things go, when the water Is turbid, 
when there's not much fish out there, when there's nothing to go 
diving on, the Keys are going to be an economic disaster area. The 
whole economy of the Aorida Keys is based on the water, the fish 
and the reels, and if they ruin them, who in blazes will want to go 
down there anyniOre?" 

Gilbert Vota' Willi. Li11 for Saving the COral RwfE 
t; Establish an effective master plan and enforce it. 
Z Piece a moratorium on the construction of ,_ mertnaa end 

boat basins. 
3. Ban vertical seawalls or retaining walls on private property. 

Owners would be encouraged to use natural shorelines or limestone 
nprap. · . · ., 

· 4. Furnish visitors to the reefs and· water parks with an illustr lt· 
ad booklet on do's and don'ts. . 

5. Establish a major visitors' center on Key Largo with a teach
ing museum devoted to the ecosystem of the reefs and hammock;. 

6. If all else fails. be prepared to consider more dire measures: 
limiting accea. rotating reefs. restriCting or prohibiting diving and, 
as a last resort, closing the underwat• parks to the public altogeth
er. 
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By JAMES F. CARNEY document patterns of environmen- whether Estrin's data, by itself. is 
Herald Staff Writer tal d~gradation throughout the valid. l don't want to act hastily 
. In Largo Sound, home of the Pen· Keys, and to use·that documentation · when there's disagreement among 
nekamp Coral Reef State Park,. the to prove that overdevelopment is to the experts." 
quality of the. water is deteriora~g. blame. . . Few scientists who study the 
The same ts true of Tavert)ter Spokesman George Kun~~ sat~ Keys environment disagree with Es-
Creek, of the waters ~o~d Boot the:_Ieague wants to use Es~ s set- trin's account of the water-quality 
Key,and the canal~ Btg Pine-~ enti!ic data. to _back up clatms Keys problem. But whether Estrin's pho-

It. s also true of areas up arid aown ~nvtronmentalists have been mak· togranhs..:-and conclusions about 
the tslandsof Monr~ County. ~g. for-..more .than cro~n~~released this week. p 0~ 
~ese cu;e _the f~dings of Stephen checked development will destt~y direct link between poor water qual-\ 

Estnn, a ctvil engmeer and planner the waters, reefs, mangroves an ity and the building of homes, roads 1 
f~om upstate New York who was ~mocks that make th~Key~ and resorts is another issue. .-1 
hired by the Keys chapter of the tq~ ""' . . 
Izaak Walton League, an environ· Changes in the county's two- . In early July, Es~nn presen~ed hts 
mentalist group with about .200 year-old land plan. based on Estrin's ptctures to an audi~n.ce that mclud
members. information have to be made as so6n ed County Admtm~trator Tom 

arersnear heavily develo~ as possible, Kundtz said. But such Brown, a ~epr~sentattve from Gov. 
eas, especially ·Key Largo, Islimo~,...,...:'\. changes, if they come at all, will take Bob Martmez. s office and several 
da and Marathon, show signs of high time, said County Planning Director county P_lannmg staff ~~m~e.rs. 
turbidity (caused by pollt,ttion) · Donald Craig, who met with Kundtz Bro~ satd . he had heard n?tmn~ 
ub~ • on Friday. new. and Btlly Causey, a manne bt-
With a $50,000 grant from the "I'm not convinced yet that.(Es- . olo~st who m.anages the Looe Key ~ 

Elizabeth:Qrdway Dunn Foundation, trin's) report tells us what we need ~ational Manne Sa~c~uary, ques-~ 
the League enlisted Estrin to use to know to make changes in the text ttoned ~heth.er Estnn s data sup
photogrammetry- sensitive and ac· of the land-use plan," Craig said. ported his chums. 
curate_ satellite pbo~ography . .-_ tQ_ · "There are a lot of questions about Es1rin counters criticism bv sav~ 
ing conventional marine biologists The process Estrin ·used was to roe County over development since 
disapprove of photogrammetry be- have a series of photographs taken the early 1980s, is "very interested 
cause they feel it could replace their of the Keys from a commerical · in the results:• of Estrin's studies. 
own methods. "They do not under- French satellite and then interpret 
stand the process, so they're fright- the -witlr.n:olor scale. 
ened and they reject it out of hand." In simplified terms, Estrin co e-

On Aug. 31 and Sept. 1 at 10 a-.m , lat~s ar~s of environmental degra 
Estrin will return to give a anoth~r datton wtth the amount of nearby 
presentation, this time bringidg development. Sewage, s~o~water 
back-up data from previous sta~' e runoff, ~t propellers, Jetskis ~nd 
and federal on-site studies on Ke s commerctal s~afood processm~ 
water quality and making specific wa;;tes ~ co~tnbute to water !lllli-
recommendations . about how and detenoration. 
where development, and commer· He challenged Craig to bring in 
cia! enterprises, should be regulat· · any other certified photogramme
ed. . trist to examine his work on the 

The meetings, to be held at the · Keys.. . . , . 
Marathon Jaycees building, are Cratg satd Estrin s fm~gs could 
open to the public and will include be usef~. to the. county if they are 
Brown, Craig, a member of the sup~lement~. wtth other d~ta from 
County Commission, local and Talla- on-st~e ~tudtes, called · _gmyru 
hassee representatives of the state truthing. 
Department of Community Affairs - The Department of Community . 
the department which oversees Affairs planning manager in the 
Monroe County land planning and Keys, Maria Abadal, said her agen· 
development -and others. cy. which has stru~led with Mon-
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"This information will be very 
useful," Abadal said. "Right now the 
county is going through zoning 
changes that increase the density of 
development, and one of the prem
isses of the land-use plan is to re
duce overall density." 

Meanwhile, next week's meetings 
could decide what, if anything, the 
county plans to do with Estrin and 
the lzaak Walton League. Craig, 
who said he expects the meetings to 
be a productive first step, also said 
changes to the land-use plan . based 
on Estrin's study would not happen 
in the next six months. 

"There's not enough time to 
make amendments to the plan 
now," Craig said. "There's a differ· 
ence of opinion as to what we have 
before us and how valuable it is. We 
shouldn't try to overwork this data 
to ftt one conclusion." 


